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FOREWORD

IS the third of three related publications making up a community

development training manual. The manual is intended as a resource document

for comprehensive and intensive community development in-service training.

The first-publication provides background information and suggested

procedures for conducting in-service training based on the manual. Its in-
!

tended primary audience Is persons who will be conducting in-setvice,train-
.

ing for which-the manual:is aprimary source.

The second'publicatiorr contains four instructional units and n-,

tended for use with agency personnel who provide assistance to loca com-

munity development efforts. The instructional units are:

Unit I-: What Is the Rationale for' Community DeVelopment Training?

Unit II: What Is Community Development?

"Unit III: Why Be Involved In Community Development?

Unit IV: What Does One Need to Know About Community Development?

A number of resource papers that provide,a major portion of the literature

base for the instructional units are included as the final portion of the

publication.

This publication contains instructional Unit V, Extension Programming

In Community Development, suggested procedures for conducting Unit V train-

ing, and supporting resource papers. Training based on Unit V gill provide

instruction and practice in Extension Programming for Community DeveloPment.

Its intended primary audience is Extension'Service personnel whose responsi-

bilities include the planning, implementation, and evaluation of Extension

community development programs.

ii
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Trainers' Guide for Unit V Training

4
Extension field pers nnel who have participated in training based on

rough IV and other Extension field personnel withInstructional Units I

extensive, experience in community deVelopMentare the primary audiences of

this unit. Unit V training provides, opportunities for impro ed understand-

ing of Extension programming in community development. Participants will

have opportunity for improving their knowledge and 'skills in the planning;

implementation, and evaluation of Extension programs.
4 ,

.

As detailed below, the Unit,y training experience:combines formal

instruction, work group activities, and field experience in host counties.

Major thrusts of the'training are:

1. A review of the.qUerall Extension educational programming_ frame
Z

-

work
,

., .

2. An examination of.ihe. SppliCati8n of that framework to Extension
.\

community development prbgrams

3. An accelerated'simulation of Extension CD programming in host

counties resulting.in the development of community-based pro-

posals for CD educational programs
.

An overview. of the suggested.dallyactivities is presented in Figur.e. 1,
f ;;.-

and a detailed daily schedule ts,includedat thg_end, of the unit.

Each training. participant has- .opportunity to learn from: .(1) the

training staff and resource,Persons, (2) the contributions of peers,and

(3) personal experience-in,the simulatiOnof Extension-CD-programming.

Conducting a training workshop with this rich combination of learning

experiences is

. and continuing

throughout the

activities are

a major undertaking. Extensive pre-planning is required

facilitation of participant work group activities is needed

training session. The details of planning and management

too numerous to describe fully. here. 'However, the remainder

of this introductory Portion of the unit 'identifies .ant1hAefly discusses

most of the priority concerns. The disctsiiims should, be regarded as being

;advisory, not as a set of "iron- clad " rules. Experience has indicated
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1st Week 2nd Week

Training staff meeting

,_

Participant travel

Plenary Session:
- Welcome
- Philosophy of Extension A
- Extension programming
Sodial Hour-Dinner

a

Plenary Session:
- Evaluation & follow up,
- Developing CD program pro-

posals
.

Small Groups:
- Developing CD program pro-

posals (through evening as
groups decide)

Plenary Session:
- Developing the CD program .

- Preview project report
- Overview of area & counties
Small Groups:
- Identify 'information needs
Not Scheduled

Small
d

Giroups:

- Developing,dD program pro-
.posals (throughout day &
evening as groups decide.)

,

'

Small Groups:
- Field trip to study tounty '
- Introduction to local leaders
- Survey local conditions

(throughout day & evening as
groups decide)

..

Plenary Session (brief)
r

Small Groupk:
.

- Developing CD program pro-
posals (thrbughout day &
evening as groups decide)

Plenary Session:
- Implementing: Techniques

Definitions, Roles
Small Groups: .

- Continue infoimatibn gather-
ing & study of host counties

Small Groups: --'47- .

- Report backto counties

,,,..

Plenary Session:
,

.- Start shaz1ing of CD,
ogram proposals

.:,

4

.

Small Groups: -,

- Continue survey of local
cclitions

Not Sche'duled

.

e
.Small Groupa, :

- Contilime sharingpiogram
(proposals N'

Pl'nary Session:
- truncheon & wrap-up
Travel, Home.

.

Figure 1. An overview of the recamMended'training,schedule
.
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flexibility to adapt to participant needs and local conditions is of

primary importance to the success of the training.,

Assumptions
I

This unit, and the suggestions for conducting training, assume a

number of conditiOnsithat help shape the training experience. Some of the

More prominent of th
1

se are listed here to ensure the,user is aware Of them
)

and can appropriatei interpret the suggested proceduresjand content:
,

11. The training is assumed to, take place Over a two-week period with
I

a.participant group of 20-30 perSons-
,

. 2. The training is assumed to have two major components: (1) Pre-

sentations. (formal instruction) by training ..--;t:d'if and resource
.,

persons Presented to plenary-sessions of the participant group.
7

And,. 2) simulation.of Extension CD programming in host counties
:

by work groups'consisting of not more than 10 training partici-

pants, the host county agent, and a grodp.fatilitator'(usu?ly

v :,one.of the training staff).. .
J

.. ', ,
0

3. The training is assumed to be headquartered in a motel, hotel, br
. .

eduCatiOnal facility that provides meeting rooms, sleeping rooms,

meals, and general logistical support to group's meet ng onrits

premises.

4. The host counties. are assumed to be nonmetropolitan, located with-

in one hour's drive-from the training headquarters, and to be

. counties that do licit have flourishing Extension CD progrpms at

the time of the training.
t.

5. The host county agents are assumed to be willing, active partici-

pants in the Unit V training.

From a slightly different perspective, these assumptions partially

identify the type of situation for which Unit V training was developed.

Training is most likely to be suitable in situations that closely apptoxi-

marethese assumptions.

(5
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.Ini iating Unit V training '

.

1°

, ,Planning for a Unit. ,V training workshop can be accomplished in bore!,

than One way. The initiating person(s)agan be_alMost anyone in the Exten-
. I.

sion organization, although the initiator(s) usually will be state ape-
,

cialist(s), CD (CRD) Leader(s), or Extension administrator(s). Regardless
.

of the person or place fromkhill interest in the training emerged, it is

important to keep the focus op Extension CD programming. For this reason,

it Is usually very important to have respOnsfbility and leadership for

the training vested in. persOnS with assigned resPonsihility. for CD (CRD).

This discussion of arrangements needed for Unit V training workshop y

is framed 'in terms of committee activities,. which reflects. the customary

academic practice of legitimizing and implementing activities' through

''committee effort. .There is no'intention'to imply that committees are the

only way the needed planning and implementing can be conducted, as any

method that will work can Se used.

OrganOrganizational arrangementsizational
.

The initiators should begin to determine interest in,Unit V training

at least a year prior tosthe intended starting date for the training.
...

(If initiators a e Extension administrarqrs, they may choose to begin by

appointing a planning coldmittee which will slightly educe the lead time

requirements.) Formal ,(survey) or informal methods can used to deter-
---A

mine the extent of interest of potential5participants. If there is suf-

ficient interest in a state (or in two or more adjacent-states), the initi-

ators will want to secue,adminiatrative legitimation by the Extension

Director (or Extension Directors). Tangible evidenceof that legitimation

usually comes through appointment of a planning committee.

The planning committee Membership on the planning committee will

depend on state policies and practices with regard to in- service traixang.

To the greIrst extent feasitie it should consist of persons with direct

fnvolvement in community development and an active interest' in the pro-

posed training. If qualified individuals whowould like to be the training
01.

10
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staffseanbe identified at this Stage
,
they should be named as members.s.of

the planning committee4 As a training staff subcommittee of the planning

pommittee,:theycantakereSponStbility for ,the imOlementa'tion.-of planning

committee decidions. In approximately cbrorkogical Order,-planning com-

mittee concerns will iiclode:f.
,

IdentificatiOn of a possible site (or alternative s ) for the pro--

posed training. This will require:

1.: A4Zeement.on the type of location desired.' Factors that should

beconSidered include

a. The extent to which the location situation(s) match the ex-.

perience backgrounds and present work situations of the poten-

tial participants (How well will training in each,possible

location fit participants'-present situations?)

Intended CD program emphases that will be in effect in'the

near future (How well will the training in each possible. 1

cation fit participants' expeCtea job 1
situations?)

c. Iravel and other cost factors that are affedted by the choice
v.

of site(What.type of cost situation is approPriater)

2: Analysis of possible sites with respect to:
4

a. Social, economic, demographic, and physical characteristics

of possible host counties

b. Availability of a suite headquarters fo the training

(lodging, meeting rooms, logistical support for work group

,activities such as typing and reproduction assistance in an

Extension office orareaExtension-headquarters; and reabon-

t'able distances for work.group travel) ,- 4c

c., Nature of existing Extension programs in'the possible host

ounties

d. Probable reactions of host Extension personnel and admipistra-

tors

3. Authorization to meet with ExtedS'ion personnel (county, area;

middle management).in preferred location(s) 4*

feting with Exterlon personnel Lin preferred loCation)(s) to'
> .

. Idiscuss:



uses alid procedures Of the training event -who Partioi

t pat s, what is exected of host,Extensian stafLaild Of Ooi.'%.r .
..

munity leaders

13'. 'rime commitment.required,of host Extension Personnel.-

c. E tent.of expected commitment to CD program Proposalsd

veloped by-training participants'

Mechanisms.and methods of protecting Extenafonperson-

a nel and community leaders fr a::bacLeXperience:,

e. -ArrangementS:fOr handling exp nset Of:hostcoulty Ektension
_

.

pers6nnel and local leader

f. possibledates:fOrth, tr

Recommendati6nt;oS fihincing:ihStraining,-registratioh fees,

grant7Applications? etc

Recommendation to'appropriateadMinistrators of preferre dates) -:

And loCatiOn(s)15# holding: the; additional related

matters such as reatO44:f4rtaking of postible loge
Jr

shoUld:

be included in-the:-rece*endati-Ops:-

Assuting he 'reaulting adinibira ive dec sion gives-a eahea.-for
._....

organizing an COnduCting the:training, a op committee;' hould be

established tocOlipieteplanning4- staffing, and cond4tin& of t e.training.
t:

Membership' of t.10.i committee shoulc\incltide:,.-
y- .

fi.' ;The training stiff subCommitteeof the-planning committee( f

.

such a subcommittee,extsts)

The State Ltader (oi'eguivalent) -of the state (s)" involved in the,

training

.3: TheEktension administl-aror-with,district or Area responsibility
,

for'the host counties

A. .The ranking county, ktepsion workerleach host 1ounty
cr

5: :-1'Area Or district CD s ecialiSts.who serve the ost counties

6,-, Other peraou-(s) whose participation is necessary or. desirable

for planning or conducting the, workshok ):

.

\\, Planning the training Activities'by the Workshop Commitiee..include__

all the'numerous details that must be takenIcare of for any training event
. .

or -conference plps some that are.peculiarto Unit V training. The listing



TN,

provided -here should be looked upon as a starting point and modified as

is appropriate fOr the circumstances of the proposed training program.

The suggested list cif Workshop Comlittee Concerns includes: .

1. Preparations for holding the training

a. Review suggested'training schedule and ajjust,as needed for

II Plocal needs:,

b. Identify and recruit resource persons fir each-presentation.

(Some or all may be training staff.

c. Identify and recruit group facilitators fo'r each work grIpup

(also may .be training staff).

d. Identify, make arrangements to compile and make ready for

c distribution, appropriate background information 9n the region

and the host counties

e. Identify, make arrangements to secure or prepare; and assemble

appropriate materials for participants (notebooks, paper,

maps, background materials such as, content outlines, certifi-

cates to be awarded to participants, etc:).'

f.. Arrange transportation for resource persons and work groups

as needed.

g. Arrange for facilities at training headquarters (housing,

meals, meeting rooms,.training aids, etc.).

h. Arrange'for meetings, facilities, and social occasions in

host counties:

- Plan introductory tours.

`1=. Plan introductory social event.

- Plan. report-back session.

((-'Make arrangements for incident 1 expenses of local leaders.

i. a local coordinator Who will be contact person and facil-

ittator for the training staff and the participants.

j. Establish
,
a time line and assign-responsibilities for each

of the items. ::::

/., Arrangements for pre-registration
,

.

a4 o)State leaders r program leaders obtain.a list of potential

participants from each participating stAte.

)7
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b. end a letter with explanation of training, dates, and, loca-
.

ion to each potential participant and requeSt indications of

nterest.

c. Prepare pre = registration mlterials to be sent about two months

prior to start of training. These. materials should include:

- Overview of training schedule

- Information on making reservations for lodging

- Travel informatiOn and any local information that will be

of interest to participants

Return form on which participants can indicate their inten-
t

tion to participate

3: Dele ation to training staff ofthe responsibility for conducting

the raining

Conducting the training . The training staff has overall responsibil-

ity for the ciay-to-day direction of the training event. Some aspects of

'their responsiblities that can provide a basis for a mare complete check

/1st are,:

1. Meet with local coordinator (as needed prior to the training event

and on day prior to start of training) to resolve problems and

ensure everyone understands expectations for the training.

. 2. Be on hand to welcome participants when they arrive.

3: PrOvide back-up to local coordinator as he/she handles registra-

tion, collects registration fees, acts as intermediary with

management of training facility, ana provides any needed local

transportation.

4. Ensure work grdup facilitators are thoroughly briefed on expecta-

tions for work group activities (if facilitators are other than

training staff). See enclosed "Suggested Prqcedures for Work

Group Reports".

5. Provide back-up to local coordinator as he/she meets program

support needs such as:

a. Audio-visual equipment

b. Training support equipment such as easels, newsprint pads,

chalkboards, etc.



*c. Logistical support such as typing and duplicating

d. Any type,of emergency communications, transportation; or

seryice (kich as meeting medical meeds'if these occur)

6.. Conduct the training program. Responsiblities include:!

a. Assigning partisipants and facilitators to work groups. Ran -.

dom assignment is suggested as an initial method. If the

resulting groups are not "balanced," some re-assignments on
4

the basis of judgments by the training staff may be needed.

Overall, it is helpful to have groups thatthave approximately

the same mixtures of participants.

b. Chairing plenary sessions and maintaining the'program schedule

c. Consultation with patticipants

d. Participation in work groups

e. Monitoring participant reactions and making, appropriate modi-

fications of the training schedule,

f. Monitoring host county reactions and making needed modifications

of work group activities

g. Facilitating full participation in plenary sessions and work.

groups

h. Facilitating social activities and the development of group

identity

i. Condudting final evaluation session
1
and "graduation"

7. Ensure that final details are taken care of after the training.

a. Final check out with training facilities management

b. Arrange for payment of all outstandl.ng charges for rooms,

materials, etc.

c. Prepare reports for appropriate administrators.

d. Send letters of appreciation to resource persons, host agents,

local coordinator, and any others who assisted in the training.

Work group reports A short paper entitled, "Suggested Procedures

for Work Group Reports" is included in this unit at the end of the content

outline. It can be modified as seems appropriate for local conditions and

1
A sequence of suggested evaluation questions for Unit V is included

on pages 11 and 12.

1 r-t./
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duplicated for distribution. to participants. It provides the focus for

the discussion scheduled for 11:00 a.m. on the first Tuesday of the train-
,

ing (see detailed schedule).

The:suggesteeptocedures are intended to, )e a means of facilitating
I

work-gtOup simulations of the prograMming process. It should be lookedOn

as a source of ideas, not as a rigid prescription for work. group activities.

Modifications that wopk groups think appropriate Should be encouraged if
.

they improve the effeCtiveness of the acceldrated,programming efforts.

Process in work group activities The work group,aCtivities provide
7

a laboratory experience ingroup process. The make-up of work groups will

vary widely. Some maywish,to analyze the group process as it occurs.

Others may wish tor& so only at the end of the training session. Groups

that have experienced polarization into tuioompeting subsets or have had

open conflict may find it advisable,not'to discuss their.group process.ex-
,

:-
1.

periences.
. .

Tilere.are no l'hard and fast" rules that identifYthe appropriate con-

,ditionsJor discussion of group process. Training staff personnel will

usually oto-well if they listen to work groups with an empathic ear and fa-

cilitate discussion of group process only in those cases where the group

is comfortabl )k in doing If constructive analysis iq possible; this can

be a useful learning exper
.

ence
:i

fqr members of the group. It also is help7

ful for them to realize theirltoup experience is in many ways analogous.:.

to that of the local leaders Extension seeks.to involve in program planning

(or a variety of advisory capacities).
d

1U
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS FOR'UNIT V-
.

1. My overall reaction to the 'Unit V training experience was: (circle
one answer) t

Very Very
Unfavorable ,Unfavorable Neutral , Favorable. Favorable

the most important reasons) I feel this way is (are):

The most Important'idea(s)I learned about Extension program develop-
Ment, implementation, and evaluation in community development was
(were): ,

1

t
4

4 .

3. The most important thing(i) I learned about group process Asa result
of the work group activities was (were):

(")0

4. The work group experience in simulating the Extension programming
process was: (circle one answer)

Not Adequately. Adequately/ Too
Structured Structured Structured

\'N
5. Time allocations between formal presentations,and work group

activities were: (circle one answer)

Needed More Allocations Were Needed'More
Presentations Appropriate , Work Group Activities

.
6. Given that two weeks is probably the maximuEjength of'time that can

be used for. Unit V training:

I believe the time allocated to" formal presentations was:
(circle one answer)

Too Limited About Appropriate Too Great

1I
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I believe the time allocated to work group activities was:.
-(circle one answer)

Too Limited

I believe the
group reports

About Appropriate

time allocated to 'group discussions
was: (circle one ' answer)

Too Limited : About,ApprOpriate.
,

.s,
.

. .

.

Any additional cbtments,:reaC.Lons, or suggestions about tithe
alkocations::.

Too Great,
.

and the sharing of

Too. Great

...a .
. ,.

i
. .

. )7. The one thing that was.most useful to me in the Unit V training wash
. ,

.

,
. .

8. The one thing ,I found least'useful in the,Unit V training was:
!

9. If I could have changed the training'experience, would have:

10. When I-Consider the applicability of the training experience to,my
job performances,'1 believe the-training:waS: (circle one answer)

Not Slightly
'Useful Useful

Somewhat
seful

1"

Generally
Useful

Very
Useful
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UNIT V,: EXTENSION PROGRAMMING IN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Overview of Unit V

This knit comWeS,..presentations on Extension program. development,

implementation, and eyaluation,(Extension programming) with field.prectiee

in applying the concepts and mOdela-discussed in the piesentations. Since

th&Orimary intent of'the'training. experience is the enhancement of parti-

cipants' proficienCy in)Olfenion:programming,for CD, major emphasis is

placed, on work grouP actiVities that simulate the application of the pro-.

gramming.process at the4county level. This is accomplished.by having par-

ticipant work groups carry on their-activities in host counties and commun-

ities)where local .leaders and .others can be 4mvo1ved in accelerated appli-

cation of ,the prpgramMing process.

In order shag the simulation can go forward in the limited time avail-

able:to participatts, it will be necessary at various points in the simula-

tion to make aS$uMptions.about the community and its response to Extension

CD programs or activities. For example, a work group may choose to assume

a set of priorities for educational programs and base progral propo9t1s on .

. .

that set of,assumed priorities so that it can deal with the specifics of
P

educational, programs. As indicated in the guide for work group reports,

such-assumptions can be in4iCated in the reports of the work groups

used as'a partial basis for subSequent portions of the program proposals.

The acceleration of the programming process also requires that each

work .group limit the.depthan&detail.of the information base for its simu-

lated program plan. Time allocations should be'planned to provide a bal-.

anced approach to all phases of the simulation. Work group decisions on

tin* allocations will undoubtedly vary from group to group with resulting
.

variationsin'the detail and content of.Various parts of the group reports.

Work group, activities-also provide a laboratory experience in group

process' and group dedision making-. Participants may find it useful to

observe interactions within their work group. Such observations can pro-

vide additional insights intothe social behavior of persons involved in

Extension programming activities.

1D,
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Unit V Objectives;,

,

Theconlent of presentations and tfie field experiencein'host OM--

munities'is i tendecyo provide participenfsWith: :.

. ..

_
.

1: ,AO und rgtanding.pfthe Eictension program develoOMent,-ImfleMents-

. .
tiOn, and evaluation prOcese (the Exte4iOn programMing pros

r
as a basis for Extension community development education programs...c

2. prioved skills in application -of the programming. process in com7.

".unity esituations.,

Opportunity to participate in pe-er group discussiop ariZevaluation'
.

,

of Extension program proposals developed through work group ctiv--
. _

ities. "-----\.

Approach to Exersion Programming

The approach to Extension'programming used, in this unieis derived

from ECOP authorized reports 46,7] and from selected items in the body of

literature related to Extension programming [1,2,3,1°'142,133. The_dicuS-

sion focuses on underlying firinciples and prOledures of Extension program-

ming. No attempt is made to directly link this discussion to the program-

ming model or procedures Used in any particular state. The 'discussion is

intended to be generalizable to any Extension programming situation.

Two characteristics of the Extension programming approach described

here have particular significance for the use of 'this unit: (1). It is

assumed that Extension programmIng is based on the perdeptions and educa-
.

tional needs identification activities' of both clientele and Extension!
fl

,.......A./orkers. (2) The cOuiity program is viewed asethe primary focus ofoR

sion programming'activities. Thege characteristics are generally consis-

tent with.the overall Extension approach to educational program develop-
,

went butare noted here to make explicit the orientation of the discussion.

Instructional Outline

,This.section is,an amplif d-butline of the concepts and ideas that-
.edmake up, the content of Unit V. Outline items cbngist of short paragraphs,

sentences, or partial sentences, single words, and selected quotations.

20
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...

The outline provides a simplified ordering of related topics taken from

the resource papers and publications /ncluded in the list references.
. .

Presentations by resource persons or training staff can be baSed on

the outline,.andparticipants can also use it as.a framework for note-.
1 4

'taking: ,taining'leaders may wish to add concepts, ideaS,,,and examples' of

particular interest to partitipants..

The wide right hand margin provides space for notes by trainin lead
iers and;participants. - Citations identify sources, resource documents; and

discussion questions. Overhead projoctck visuals are indicaged'b}r nUtbers
in parentheses.

The major partstofthe content outline are.:

1. Extension prograiming

a. The philosophicalepaSis

b. The operational model

2. Impletenting an Exterthion CD program'

3. Evaluating an Extension CD program-,

. Each of the three major portions provides content or one of the presenta-

tion sessions indicated in the time schedule..

Qutline. Ndtes

EXTENSION PROGRAMMING"

Therphilosophical basis
v

The philosophy of Extension program development
has/been briefly summarized by the Program Development
Ad'Eod Committee [7, pp. 3-4]. The committee report
provides the basis for initial portions;of this dis-
cussion.

The philpSophy of Extension is identified as pro-
iding " . . .''guidelines for the planning, Fonduct-
ng and eyalua ng of,Extension educational programs"
[7, p. 3, footn to 1].

Impoitant components of ge-Extension philosophy
include:
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-it 1. Extension's mission is''to extend lifelong ed-:-.
ucational opportunities to the people of the United:

4\\,Stsees. -. :!,.
_.,

,

.
.

2., These educational.opportunities include areas,
_where Extension has competence and a. -legal and moral.,
tiligaticin to serve. . ,

. e -.

-
.3. Extension is a'deamic system;inended to de-

velop edusatIonal_programs appropriate to thechanging;.
needs-of.many diverse publics.,

4. "Helping people to help rhemaelitesZ:is the
guiding concept of Extension education.

S. EXtension-Works with eople,not for people.

6. Since Extension prograMs are the,product of
joint Extension-clientele efforts in identifying needs,
problems, and opportunities, the educatidnal activities
start where the people are.

And,- ,the educational emphasis-chAnges as the a
needs, and iroblea of people Change..

7.' Extension educational programs haVe as their
primary,purposa the improvement of skills, understand-
ing, and attitudes of'people.

Intended 'results include the improVement:of cli-
.ents' ind

\

vidual and group decision making activities.

Now 1 t's look at sdme consequences of these com-
Oonents'of the Extension, philosophy.

Extension', involvement of clients (people) in
the planning of educational prygrams has been a manor
spurce of its strength over time.

Involvement of people allows them to be part ci-
pants in the analysis of their problems and conce s

Both the analysis activities and the resulting
educational activities result in,,change--change in

'abilities, skills,, -̀ attitudes, and'in the level of
knowledge of clientle.

Change begets change and is'basic to, progress in
a demodiatic society. ti

4' ."$ (-)

4
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'4 .,--

. .-rsThus, the EXtension approach reflects and sup-
,rt values thAt are.bastc to our democratic' society.

)('' g:Vandeberi has provided insights that :are ilipOrt-y
ant to our Aisaussion of the phiiosopilical basia.of,; ,

Extension:/
.

.

.-i
, 4 (

- . .. .
.

.

Yoth (t e Extension Worker)'are:employed primarily'
as-an ducator, With thefeducation being the art.
of br nging about,behavioral,change . [13,
p. 17/]. -1-7

. : 4
-: Th a implies education is them ans of assisting
people pin moving from a resent "les than desired"
state. o new'modes of be avior that result in'a mbee,
desire state'. .

ducatioh d.s based ion knowledge-4 polder of
. predi tion, the ability to pigdict the consequences
ste ing from altertiative courses of action:

.

Boone places similar emphasis on the philosophir.
cal commitment to education in-these words: °

he" foremost job of Extension is education. Our
concern is to alter or change the behayidral pat-
terns of our clientele to tire extent that 'they be-
,come increasingly better equipped to cope/with and
adapt to the almost daily changea that occur with,-
in their environments [4, p. 2].

/tion. \

They also are the basis of Extension programming.

for pripuam development, implementation, and evalua-

They provide the starting point and the "guideposts"

ified as the philosophical basis of Extension.

By.whatpver name .you choose to '.call them, these
oncepts, components, principles, or tenets.are iden-

*

Before examining an operational model of program
planning, let's look briefly at two issues that some
EXtension perscinnel iallutify-as concerns Wen the
philosophy of EXtensiol programming is discussed:

1. How does community development fit into the
mandate df.ExtensiOn implied by the Extension philos-
dphy?

2. What organizational arrangementi for program-
are *plied by the Extension philosophy?
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) We will look first at the-4rganizational arra, nge-/
. - . . .

'ments issue.
.

.. ,

The report of the ProwqDevelopment Ad Hoc Com-
mittee.[7] provides an,overview of organizational'art
rangement6.. Major components will .he Identified he 6.

The interrelatedness of the various parts of.the
organiialiOnai arrangements is illustrated in Fire 1.

'0771)

".This figure.also ilIustra es a conception ofExr.
tension programming as'a consc ously interrelated set.:
of activities consistent with iie Extension philosophy.

.Client-oriented programming doesn't4lapp9n li,,.ac-
Ilident-it,happens because Extension makes administra-
tive and staff commitments to working with Reople on
their problems.

The foundation of the client-oriented programming.
system is an inStitutionitrameWork within which that
type of programming Can occur.

*

, This institutional framework (a network of indi-
vidual and-ExtensionService orientations and commit-
ments) makes feasible Extenalot programing based on
tke Extension philosophy. Needed commitments include:.

. .

1. Commitment to a continuing reaefinition.of
Extension's mission AraNactivities

2. Continuing.in-service training to ensure Ex-
tenSion staffknow;cunderstand, and accept the philo-
sophical basis:for their work

'3 . Maintenance of,a "people orient4tion" through-
Out the EktenSion system -",

e.
,

The needed organizational base for Extension pro-)
gramming is depicted at the center of Figure 1.

It is the means of making the whole system opera-
' tional and requires establishing and maintaining ap-
propriate communication linkages and planning units.

The Program Determination component of Figure 1
includes, the setting of 10,ng-run,priorities and goals.

We'll talk more about priorities and goals when
we-talk abouCimplementFion, so we won't discbss them
furthe'r right now.
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r

0. Other portions of the figure are closely related
to-the purposes of thisrtraiping, lo we'll not elabqr-

, ate on-them'here.- , ,

0 71_` e But, note the importance of Communication as
Gated by the various arrows and lines.

/4
CoMmunication and commitment to the Extension

philosophy are '171..al parts of this approach to Exten7
sion progratming. ,

I

Now, let's look t the way CD its into the mandate
of xtension implied by the Extensi h philosophy We've
been talking about.

The relationship seems ,vary close. .

CD'involves working with people, where they are,
on. their t.rdblams, and assisting them in learnilig, anal-
yzing, and 'problem solving'.

Thus, it seems to,be no exaggeralion to say'that[
the approach:to ExtensiNn programming we've been talking
about .is also the CD approach to working with people.

The operational model

1\'k1Before we look at an operational model:of Extension
programming, it may be useful to spend a few 'minutes re-
freshing our memories about what CD is.

We'll briefly sketch some-of.the ideas) discussed.
in Unit II but will look at thei only from the stand--
point of education:

A resource paper by Gessaman is the primary source-
for this'discrsion [8].

Stuffy of hit II is recommended or anyone who
wants a more complete look at definitions of community
development.

We'll.tart by talking about the clientele group
youvork with in CD. It approaches what Beal, Bohlen,
and Raudabaugh call a formal democratic group (,2;1-P.
29-30].

.

Two dominant characteristics of the formal demo-
cratic group,,or a typical CD clientelegroup,
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. ,

1. ,,Entr3 to thegroup is open to those who de7
sire to gave a patU in the'activities of the Irphp'7:.

1-
.

.,. 2. The grouPqS activities and Acticih4.:reflect

. , .

the preferences of those who,',-choose to p.arti:ciPtatqt
r.

/ 'this- invoKed community dev
meet, it will be loCelitypridnted w#hitbe:releliAmt'L:
loCaUty deierMined by, thterritgry effectectlk the
pgoblem, issue or concern on which'the 40441s:work-:-
ing: (For example, a community issue qugh as a pro .-:\

poSal to improve al park will have ap associated funct
tional.commhnity'of potentiellkers and taxpayers.
That functionsl,cOmmunity has anNidentifiable-terri-
tory or rocglity.)'

The group will be action- oriented; memberi are
'involved because they want)tb do something or prevent
something..frp0,being

44.A.Z

They may want to improve the park or to build a
school-.

The dicision-making unit will he the g oup.
."The Co unity. Improvement ASsociation vote to go'on.
record '16u porting the summei recreation pr grarafpt
posed by

In'mahases, the group decisions will be binding
°upon those whb disagree as well as those who agree.

Thus, the first four definit °nal compdnents are:

I. "The 'group is, or approaAeg being, a formal
demovatic grciup,

2. The group is locaIity-oiiented.

3. The g OUp is ac'hon- oriented.

4. The' d cision-making un s the group.

None of These characteristics is an absolute.
Clientele poseasiotheq,to varying degrees.

a

' .Wimi We combine continua of components 2; 3,
.

and .4, as a set tit axes, they can'be thOught of as
defining a'hox of'Extensioln clientele.

.

.
. (v -2).

And we'.re suggesting that thoSe.whoseChatecter-
.:,

.istics put-them in the originCorner of the "box"'are
our CD clientele..

:,
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.-.

The next group of definitional components is
deriyed from the "types of.a-S-Ostan that Extension
can.provide for these groups!

. ' .

'

This assistance can be divided into two "bundles:"

Important eqmponents of the-first 143iindle" are:

1. Understanding and use of the group Aecision-
.

making process.

2. Leadership development assistance that enables
.present.-*0-futureileaders to.function effectively.

3. -Grog process skills that enable group Members
Co be effective participants in group activity.

4. Organization develOpment and maintenance
skills .that make the, group strong and effective over
time.

The second."bundle" iinciudes information, re-
sources, and special skills needed by the group in /

order tn.be effective in dealing with whatever problem
or.issUe'trr-roncerh on which it iscgorking: ,Examples'
include: Ve

4

1. Information `about local conditions.

2. Information about available and potentially
. available resources (including agency programs)..

3. Altemetpes, their likely costs,/and ex.
pected consequences.

.

4. Skills, techniques,.and 'lin
make - possible effective group action

ages needed to
in the particular

'context of.their.activities and local! - situation.

Note that these "bundles" are,heavily weighted to
education, but most topics'are notthe -types Of educa-
tion that -are formally taught in ,Cn.sses:.

. ,

Thus, any agency person with appropriate know-how
cat have a part of the action,/though we like to think
that Extension has special skills and educatiOnal re-

rces to offer.

Extension'CD efforts are interactive with other'
Exte4ion activities.

9

(V-3)
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Group decisions by, local CD groups set the con-
text within which individual decigions are made, and
both types of decisions affect and are affected by
Extension.

Extension activities with individuals provide re-
.

sources for CD efforts because they add to the total
pool of resources that can be brought to bear on com-

. munity problems.

Extension efforts'with CD groups can help individ-
uals by improving the "arena" within which they operate.

Each type of Extension effort (CD and non-CD) can
be a resource to the other type.

Thus the CD portion of an Extension program can
be viewed as supporting other Extension work.

The wellbeing of clients depends on both individ-
ual and group decisions beingadeqUate and appropriate.

When we work in community development we are help-
ing local groups maintain the balance between individ-.
ual and group decisions that they think is needed.

The resource paper also includes discussion of
organizational conditions needed for CD as a part of
the overall conditions defining a CD program.'

We'll not digtuss them further here except to
note that they,are very similar to the institutional
and organizational conditions mentioned earlier as
necessary for client-oriented Extension programming.

Forthose who would like to pursue the ideas
further, the paper provides a more complete discussion.

It also is useful to recall a few ideas from
Unit I asadditional background",for our operational
model of Extension programming. 4

Communities have become involved in CD as a means
of constructive response to the changing context in
which they exist.

Many CD efforts have been disappointing because
the dynamics of CD are more complex and difficult than
most people realize.

Agencies of all types have become involved in
providing assistance to CD effort because:

r")()
2 ,..)
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1. They have resources needed by communities.

2.' Legislation and regulations have required CD
involvement.

3., Many agencies have seen CD as a means of
delivering their programs.

With adequate training, agency, workers can provide
the. extra knowledge, resources, and'skil1s needed by
those involved in CD.

Extension has a special role to play because it
provides the edUcational inputs--a role that no other
agency is as well prepared to do.

With these ideas as background,'.1et's look at an
.operational model of Extension programming in CD.

We'll start with a diagram and some ideas adapted
from Boone's paper [4].

Boone identifies the county Extension programs as
the focal point of Extension CD activities.

(V-4)
It is based on underlying conditions including:

1. The Extension philosophy

2. Broad objectives that provide overall direction
to thgstate Extension effort

3. Organizational structure that strengthens and
facilitates programming

4. A management system,that places emphasis on
.dynamic educational leadership

Thecounty program is based upon the organized ef-
forts of the county staff, the Advisory Bbard, and the
Study Committee.

(11-5)

These groups, plus loCal leaders with interests
in the Extension program, are involved,in study, analy-
iis, and decision making about local conditions, prob-,
lems, and.educational needs.

(V-6)
The educational needs are then translated into

.

long -run educational program goals and programs.

(V-7)
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And, the long-run program is made operational
through annual plans of work that are consistent with
the long-run educational goals.

(V-8)
Implementation of the annual plan of work provides

the educational activities oflthe CD.educational pro-
gram.

(V-9)
Evaluation of the annual plan of work and of the

long-run educational program provides a basis for de-
cisions about both the outcomes of the educational ef--
fors and the processes used in education.

(V-10)
And, evaluation findings areinput to reexamina-

tion and analysis fon-the next iteration through the
planning process.

As you think about this.operati nal formulation,
you:will recognize that it is consi ent with the Ex-
tension programming frameWork we 1 ked at earlier.

(V-1)
Now, some comments and obse ations about this

operational model--some ideas tha are important to
remember as one attempts to work in Extension pro-
gramming for CD education.

'

1. Programming or program development (Or what-
ever you calr it) is a social process--if it is to be
consistent with Extension philosophy.

2. The success of your Extension program will be
determined by the extent to which you address real
educational needs in your county.

This means.the time spent in "care and feeding"
of participatory.programming is time invested in your
own success.

3. 'As is true with, any social process, the pro-
gramming.process is "sloppy." There are many .dead
ends, slippages, diSappointments, and frustrations.

But, it is also the way to develop a CD education-
al program that is "where the people are."

4. A final observation. The Program Development
Ad Hoc Committee Report contains an'interesting con-
struct that is credited-to Steven Browder [7,p. 3].

(V-11)
As noted in the report, Browder postulates Exten-

sion's dilemma as the choice between cell 2 and cell 3.

30
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None of us want to be in cell 4.

Maybe the real test of the degree to which we are
involved inCD is the extent to which our programming

'activities are in cell 1?

IMPLEMENTING THE EXTENSION COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

As we start this discussion of implementing a CD'
program, let's look back for just a few moments to'an
idea mentioned in our previous discussidn of program'
planning.

Remember the quote from VandeBetg:

You..(the.Extension worker)' are employed primarily
aas an educator, with education being the art of

bringing about behavioral change . . . [13; p. 17].

(V-12)
That's a point we do not want to forgetwhen-we'

talk about program implementation.

It gives us a means, of evaluating the.many.:.many

types of activities we might undertake as we work. with
CD groups.

Many of the roles: we are -aake4[0*.rfOrri are.."oh..
tHe fence" ..between Workiolirwir4.:ourgteliehts.and4workink.:
Ouedlie0*

:,.

tween.thdaeo- One.

a:onYthe, witking
very last. will
d4aly1 this_ .

-"Mete's a.yorld of 4iffereAdA
of the things .that wi,11:11,0
with side of fendd or,Y;

keep us on the fence) is tolgilik.44
-activity (role', iaki, ftro#otAd Activi-
ty) part of my work as an edieffar?"'

(V-13)
If the "Yes" is very weak,'or if it is actually a

"10," the implication is clear--it is time to re-examine
our apprOach to implementation.

With those ideas as background, let's talk about
implementation in four different ways: (V-14)

Firit--In terms of &les and skills

SeCond--In terms of toOlii and techniques

Third--In terms of the relationship to prOgramming
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Fourth--By.identifying some pitfalls in im le- .

mentation

Roles and skills

ConSider our situation as Extension workers, as
educators, working in community development.

We are working with audiences who are involved in
a wide range of,activities, each of which has some sor
of community aspect.

As suggested, reviously, these are decision-makin
groups, that are democratic in nature, locality-ori-
ented, and action-oriented.

And, we are responsible for providing educational
inputs that will improve their group decision making.

. .

What kind of roleg does this educational work in-
volve? .

The ECOP Task Force,*hat.wrote the report enEitled;
Community Development Concepts, Curriculum, Training
Needs, suggests a variety of major roles [5, pp. 5-6].

In general terms CD is described as involving
people to help them learn:

(V-15)

to:

-.How to work together

- How to organize their efforts

- How. to put their concerns ina decision making
framework

n doing this the Extension worker helps clients

Participate effectively in democratic decision
making.

Apply. group, decision making procedures and analyt
ical techniques.

'Identify pals and identify problem solutions con
sistent with those goals.

Identify and mobilize resourcefrom with n the
community and from'Outside the community.

J
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k
, Create and sustain needed institutions,, and orian-

izationg.

In performing these functions, Extension Workers
occupy roles.that are designated as: (V-140

Edficator

Organizer

Motivator

Facilitator

,And, they act as linkages to knowledge, resources,.
and facilitied that can be brought into use in resolving
community problems.

.

As you already know, that sequence of ideas ) ng-
gests the Extension CD worker is a "jack of all trades."

ICS true, but the secondrpart of the expression,
"master of.none" isn't true.

,/

The CD worker does need to be a master of the trade
called, "working with people."

That's the vital, irreplaceable, not to be forgot-
ten' skill that isineeded more than any other:

'711eauccessful'CD Worker is an educator who works,
with people in findingsolutions to their.problems.

You can suggest other ways, of saying these Jdeas,
but the meaning stays the same.

Tools and techniques

When we talk about the tools and techniques that
the Extension CD worker can use, the list seems to go
on forever. '

Before discussing that list, a few general com-
ments about tools and, techniques.,

The tools and techniques are.usually,described in
ways that make them sound neat and orderly.

-

(V-17)
But, weknow.from experience.and observation of

the world that almost- e4 thing people do, through group
fiction is chaotic, messy, and full of ,faise starts and
slippages.'

di
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So you ask,'"What is the value of these orderly
and neat, but misleading, conceptualizations of tools
and techniques ?';

We'd like to suggest that the number tef tools
and techniques is a reflection of the complexity of
the world within whichwe live and work..

,Each of these is too simple to be complete, but
each repretents a part of the truth about group action:

If so, each"is potentially valuable and might best
be looked-upon as a potentially useful "tool" in the
Extension' worker's "tool box."

And, the art and science of CD is knowing what
tool to use in what situation and at what time.

Since we don't know all, the answers, and may never
know them, more an a few "tools" are missing. There,
is yet room for linnovation and discovery.

But, letts look at some of the ones we do haVb.

At .the head of the list is the sequende'of prob-
lem- solving steps we call the CD Pr'odes4:f It takes
many forms.

It is a conceptualization of group application of
the Scientific Method.

.Many of these formulations,were discussed in Unit
IV of this training sequence.

We'll not go further with them now, except to men-
tion that each provides an overview4of the complicated
activities we call group decision making.

The Community Development; Concepts, Curriculum,
Training Needs publication lists 10 methods and 32

_conceptt as, belonging to the CD workers "tool box"
[5, pp. 7-10].

The methods include:

1. Direct interaction with individuals and groups

2. COmmunity self-surveys

3. Community self-ttmlies

41 Group discussion and decision-making workshopS
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5. Use of res&vce,people

6. Use of resoure'Wother than people

7. Presentation.Of data and information

,
8. Creation of organization

9. Group participation and group selection

10. Method's combgations (combinations of meth-
ods).

Each.of these is awaY%f'working with people.
The cffoice of the method to be used depends on cir-
cumstances...and,' the skills of your clientele.

4 ,

Each of us tends to have.favorite,methods of
working with clientele.

If we like to do toMtunity eif-surveys, we tend
to use community self-surveyS whenever possible.

If we like to rely on resource- people, we tend
to be the world's best recruiters of resource people.

1

If we like workshops,. we tend to think in terms
of workshops'as the response to educational needs.

Or, we may be Organizer's of,organizations; or
Iro participation expeditors,whatever We are
iar with and find comfortable to use. *.

The risk inherent to using the same method over
and over has been neatly summed up by Kroberg and
Bagne4:

1(V-18
Caution: Using only one method over and over again
may become hazardous to your problemr.solving
health. Superficiality may be avoided by trying
several methods . . [10, p. 25].

One way of increasing proficiency as a CD worker'
(and avoiding the health hazard),is to deliberately'
try new methods whenever possible--thus adding to the
range of methods-that are familiar and easy to use.

Now, back to the'32 concepts mentioned,in Com-
munity Development: Concepts, Curriculum; Training
Needs.

35
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Each of these is briefly desvibed in the appendix
to the ,publication [5, pp. 19-36].

But,
useful in

not feasible to discuss them ind,Wdually.

careful study of that appendix can be very
strengthening your set of "tools."

o ,

.

The appendix provides a comprehensive overview:
N)f,thermajor .ideas and commonly used terminology of
communf* development.

For,an intetesting look at tools and technighea
for working viitti People as seen from the perspective
of another discipline, we recommend The Universal.
Traveler [10].

The whole book is intriguing b cause it provides
insight into the way.architects look at many of the
problems we work with.

Ipost Interesting for this:discussion is the section
on impletenration. Among the 20 methods they deScribe
are some that.are reality eye7cAtching:

O

, The "Topsy" ,7echnique-- Things just grovilike

The "Let George Do-ItTechnique-.-NOone needs an
explanation'of,this method.-

,

Trial and Error Methods-r-This may be usefulif,
you learn from experience. If you don't learn, it'is
a deadend..

"Inspiration," or "Lightening Bolt"Approach.7-This
can be the only way out when a planned activity falls
apart. But, it's not recommended as a regular method,.

Unfortunatell, there is no way-to capsulite The
Universal Traveler and do it justice, Thus, we suggest
you secure a copy and study it.

But,' we can identify the important idea behind it.
(V -19)

There is no one way of approaching and solving a
problem. Adaptability, innovation, and the willingness
to experiment when backed up by knowledge, are keys to
constructive problem solving.

.

4
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Implemeniation of program
6

_planning i

,
7

Our,comments on implementation of program
planning will be relatively brief.

In the same way.that CD activities are a-
chieved through'social prOCesa or'group action,

'program planning also 1is a social process.

,

When we talk about the many methods, techniques,
and concepts that are used in implementing a CD ko-
gram, we.need'to remember that many of them also'are
"tools" for program planningl

Thus, the community self-survey that is asMeans
ofiMplementing a CD program also is an.infrmation
input for program planning:;

,And, the groUp decisions that grow out of. your
work with CD:groupsare part of the arena within
which your future Extension.programs..ate planned.

The implementation tools,. techniques, con-
cepts, and methods are also ways of working with the
groups who work with you in'program. planning.

. ,

As ybu think about ways in which you can make
your planning:groUWeffectiVe,'don7t forget. your 'CDC
tools and tedhhiques also are the tools. and.-
of ptogram'planning.

.

This can be both a strength and a pitfall.,

Some pitfalls

After having suggested the 4se of CD method's with
Extension progiamMing:,,groUps, we'll start this part of
the, discussion by identifying a potential pitfall.

To do that,"w '11 go back to Boone's operational
model [4].

(V-20
Now, let's. look at representation of what's com-

monly called'the Communit development process or the.
OtommuilitY problem solving tamework. .

. (.7-21)
This 'cou'ld be any one of a number of fotmulations

based on the scientific method.

J



All we really
formulation that's
'logical sequential
problem solving.

Next, let's
of Boone's model.
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a

are concerned about is having .a
reasonably representative of the
set of steps groups can use on

look at a slightly modified version

(V-22)
Note that the only change is in the relative posi-

tion of the programming steps and that the underlying
conditions are not explicitly stated.

T'aw, we'll look at them side by side. (V-23)

g

The pitfall is this--many people talk about these
processes as though they were the same.

And many act as thciugh they were the. same--when
they are very different.

. ,

eIt seems that we often start out to work on ood
systematic programming and end up involved in'a C pro-
ject without having completed the programming.

This can happen repetitively.

When it doe's, we end up being busy as the iroverb-,
'ialo.beaver, but we, never do any program planning,

The common name for this is fire-fighting.

Why does this happen?

We suggest you read the resource paper by Gessaman
and Rose [9] for a more complete story, but briefly -
stated:

a I. Many people find planning dull and not inter-
esting.

sire
ning

done
time

2. The processes are very similar and in the de-
to get some "action' the group "jumps" frotplan-
ptograms to CD activities.

3. And, the programming efforts never do. get
because everyone concerned is too busy to take
for, planning.

Only you can prevent this from happening:
A
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1. Know for which purpose you are working with
your clientele.

2. Involve,people who like to plan in the plan:-
ning, and those who like action in.the CD 'efforts.

And, makemake your role appropriate in each situation

Second pitfall--the conseqUencea ofa shOrt-run
program without long-run goals.

The consequences include confusion, uncootd nated
'activities, and (usually) exhaustion.

None of these is ttrative or what you really
want, yet many people o erate this way-all the time.

What are the reasons, for this?

1. Because clients ask Ru to do many things- -
usually they do so all of the tiMefp

2. You have no clearly identified long-run goals
fot your Extension CD program.

3.- Thus, you have no basis other than "n time"
for not honoring any request for assistance.

4. -So,you try to do everything you areasked to
do until you are hopelessly over- committed.

Self-defense is a set,,Vgoals jointly identified
by you and your clientele.

Plus, the courage to use the goals as the primaty
basis for'your selectionof program activities.

What pitfalls, are you conscious.of?

Waal' causes them? ,

How'can they be avoided ?''

The two mentioned here are only the "top of the
iceberg."

3J
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EVALUATING AN EXTENSION CD PROGRAM--

FOLLOWING UP ON YOUR WORK_ (V-24)

The dismission in this portion of the unit is
based almost entirely -ion papers by Sara Steele [11,12].!
The most recent is enclosed Al; a resource paper [12].
This outline follows it-quite closely.

,

Follow -up is t e (ay you get a measure of the
impatt of youtCD4roject:

(V -25)

Howmany,Were affected by the project?".

Who was affected?

.What' was acComPlished?-
e

WO

What was the value of that accomplishment?
2%)

Folly -up includes a cluster of actilviriesi

-26)
Determining the ampunr ofAmpact of the
effort':

Analyzing 'and evaluatingwthe suf ficieticy of
that impact:

Cbmmunicating information about;the%inipidt.

Using that information to build and improve.
prograbs.

How do we decide what type of follow-up, is needed?

The four, basic questions about this ard:

(V-2
1. What ia the primary purpose of the

follow-up?

2. What type of follow-up is needed?

653. What role will 'community ledderp play?

4. What kind of information is needed?

First, let's look at the reasons for follow-up:

'(V -28)

1. To learn more about being involved in CD:

What are the impacts of methods eed?
A

,4 What tools and techniques were effective?

40
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What did you do that did and didn't, work?

2. To help your community leaders achieve
satisfaction:

Follow-up provides motiva$ion and growth.
. ,

Follow -up improves morale. \

. I

3. Extension Accountability

4To provide evidence your support justi-
fiable

'N,-..-;-
'Most people radirihdae reasons in this same 'order.

'4

But,,that doesn't mean #3 is unimportant.

In the long-run all are equally important.

Your job depends on the extent to which you can
demonstrate that your work makes an impact.

The reason or purpose of the follow-rip determines
what you do. It will affect

(V-29)'
1. The nature of whatfyou examine- -,

If you want to improve your program, you'll
want considerabli dil.

Ifyou want to get support for the'budget,
only abroad- brush approach .is needed. You'll
examine the big picture, not the details..

2. The extent to which social interaction is in-
.volved in the evaluation--

Are you doing it alone and for yourself?

Or, are you working with a group in follow-up
with benefits fbr theft and you?

3.. Extent to which results will be communicated--

For yourself--a few notes will probably do.

For your colleagues - -a page or two of inforMa-
don..

41
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For your aaministrators'or the public--a
'more detailed and complete report.

The, main idea here is to pick your purpo'se and
target ahead, of time and proceed accordingly-.

How about involving community leaders?

The answer is "ye," if there are roles they can
fulfill and if you are willing to commit the time neces-
sary to help them.

,r

(V-30)
'..A.tvel6 of involvement can include:

1. Initiate and plan follow-up.

2. Provide information and data.

. 3.. Secure needed information and data

4. Interpretand'evaluate information and
data.

5. Communicate the follow -up findings.

Sources of information about impact include:
. .

-1., Casual or systematic observation
(V-31)

2. Casual or systematic discussion or review

3. Formal studies of various typei

There's no clear-cut guideline for the.oPtimil.
level of involvement.

Two rules of thumb are:

1. Involve community leaders in as much .of
the follow-up as they are willing to do.

2. Involve 'them in communicating the results
--it makes sure they know the findings.

Now, what type of follow-up do you want to do?

.(V-32)
1. A descriptive study?

2. An evaluation wh'ere you make judgments?

3. OrNmaybe you want both?

44
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If possible, decide before'you start because'your
decision will shape the whole follo4-up effort.

.Don't forget there is a wide range of possible
folow-up activities. Some should be done on every-
thing; others are appropriately used only every once
in a while., You might try this:

(V-33)
1. A mental follow-up on everything. (V -34)

Who did what? What happened? Why? What do

some representative people say about the
program? (Ask them.) Be objective and
analytical.

2. Review sessions on all major activ-,(V-35)
ities. Pull together those who are involved'
in both,planning and action and thoroughly
review the program. In other words,
debrief!

3., Media features on about ovehalf (V-36)
of your major program. Work with a media
representative, but he/she does the
writing. Features have advantages of
wide dissemination.

4. A formal study or research effort once
every few years. Evaluate your program,
with outside help. Work with the rev
search effort to ensure that demands on
clientele time are minimized.

(V-37)
A framework for information gathering in follow-up

activities has bean prepared by'- Bennett and published
in a circular 'entitled Analyzing Impacts of Extension
Programs [3].

Bennett suggests use of seven types of information:
(V-38)

1. Input (quantity and quality)

2. Activity (what was done and when)

3. People involved (who and how many)

4. Reaction (was it worthwhile?)

5. KASA (what did they learn?--changes in
knowledge, attitudes, skills, aspirations)



6. Practice (what will people do now--
behavioral change)

7. End results and value (what was the real
meaning or'result of the educational ef-
fort having occurred)

This system is too extensive to cover ,thotoughly
right now, but If you are really interested in follow-
up, we recommend reading Bennett's circular.

Now, back to Steele's discussion [12].

Three types of CD results that might be looked at
in follow-up are suggested:

(V-39Y. .

1. Tangible accomplishments occuring through
your direct efforts--something that hap-
pened because you did it.

2. Tangible results from others' actions
, that were based on information you pro-
vided.

3. 'Generalized results that may have pay Off,
over time-becuse of increased.understand-
ing,. improved skills, or changed atti-
tudes. )

Each of these can be part of the information ba
for yoUr follow-up.

If you think thr05ough your follow -up you'll know
',what types of information are most important.

Overall, the types of decisions you need to make
are:

(V-40)
1. What is the purpose of az follow-up?

2. What role will community leaders play?

3. What_zipe of follow-up is needed?

4. What information is vital for the fol-
!low-up?

Based on the answers to those questions, you can
plan your follow-up.

But, the most important idea. is this:

FOLLOW UP ON THE IMPACT OF YOUR EFFORTS.

(V-41)

4
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURES FOR

WORK' GROUP REPORTS

Each work group will be working in a host count
. with respongibility

for,developing program proposals for an Extension CD prograM in the host

County. The proposals are to be based on simulation of the 'Extension pro-

gramming process. Time constraints and limited knowledge of the host

. county, its residents and local conditions, will prevent the simulation

from being fully realistic. However, with moderate effort'the simulation

can involve sufficient realism to make it a valuable learning experience.

A written report of the simulation and the program possibilities will'be

prepared and shared with other work groups and residents of the host coun-

ties. Suggpions for organizing and conducting the jork group activities
,

are presented here to assist the work groups in their programming effarts.
eF2

An operational model of Extension programming in CD is presented in

the -first major section of the content outline. In the work group activi-

ties it is expected that each work group will apply the mode/ to its host

county situation and prepare a written report describing both the process

of program development,. and (to the extent possible) the specificei of the

proposed program.

This will require that the work group "collapse" the time dimension

of the programming process and, in a few days, identify and simulate many

programming activities that would normally occur over periods of months

or years. We suggest that each work group consider the following pro-

cedures as a means of dealing with the time and information constraints:

1. Identify, in a diagram the major components of the programmi

1 model and the sequential' nature of its steps (components).

2. For each component, identify in general terms the information

needs and activities necessary to Complete that part of the

programming process. Note: Do not attempt to,list details

general aspects only.

3. Clasgify those information needs'and activities as:'

a., Feasible to deal with through work group activities

b. Not feasib1e to deal with through work group activities

45
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4. By involving, your host county cooperators, genere information \

and insights that you can put together as a reasonable bfsis for

thinking about programming. 'COmbine this information with things.,
.

youobserve,:conclusions you arrive at through group discussion, .

and knowledge of the existing Extension program..

5. Develop a set of EXtension CD program proposals that reflect,
.

for all components (or steps) of the operational model:

a. The things you know that relate to that cimpOnent or step

b. The things. you would need to know in addition to your present
I <

information

c. The process .(or activity) you would undertake to involve

cal people in completing the information base

d. The outcome you are willing to assume would result from that

process or aipvity (In the parts of the model where'se-

quential action is-implied, these assumptions are input to

the next step or component of the operational model of pro-

gramming.).

6. Relate'the short range Extension, activities that you propose to
ARN,

the long run programming needs of the county and of Extension.

An example of the type of approach that would be appropriate fora

work group report is:

.Suppose you co lude that the programming model implies long':

run goals must be dentified.by the community as a basis for both'

local CD activities and the county Extension program. You know it

might.take two f r three years to identify long term goals, and even

then they may be subject to re-definition. But, you also find a

community.4ttitude survey giVes some insight into areas of concern

in the community.

Your report could,reflect the p sent situation, propose a

method (or process) for identifying lo g-term goals, and state that

you assume the attitude survey areas of concern are adequate interim

substitute fdr long termAgoals.

Then, for the remainder of your report, the attitude survey

areas of concern are treated as though'they were long term goals for
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purposes of your program planning. That is, they provide foci for

your short term Extension program proposals until such time as the

goal identification activities provide replacements (one 'of your

short-term activities is; of course, prolligng educational support

to the goal identification process).

By:esing this approach, the work group rep t cant with considerable

realism, provide a desCription Of activities 't-hrougiiout the entire pro-
//

gramming process. When written up, the resulting plans can provide a

quite adequate basis for communication to others about the work group
lrexper ence.
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PROGRAM
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'ACCOMPLISHMENTS

PROGRAM

DETERMINATION

EXTENSION PROGRAM
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ORGANIZATION

)PROGRAM

DEVELOPMENT

//
PROGRAM

ACTION

IMPLEMENTATION

INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR

PROGRA DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM

STRATEGY
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PLAN OF WORK

(V-1)

PROCESSES OF EXTENSION PROGRAM1bELOPMENT

`,SOURCE: EXTENSION PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ITS RELATIONSHIPTO EXTENSION SYSTEMS, IOWA

COOPERATIVE.EXTENSION SERVICE, IOWA STATE 'NIVERSITY, FEB. 1974.
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/

I

-fr dividual

'Decision making unit--4 , Al

II

/
A i Not loCality oriented

Locality continuum

/I
'/

/ I0
/ I

Action continuum

r.....
/1

4

Not action

oriented

Group'

C Locality oriented

Action oriented

.(11i-2)

INTERACTION OF'EiTENSION CLIENTELE CHARACTERISTICS
THAT PARTIALLY DEFINE 'COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

SOURCE: EXTENSION,PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO EXTENSION SYSTEMS, IOWA
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE, IOWA-STATE UNIVERSITY, FEB. 1974,

A
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USE TO HEADINGS FOR CD PERSPECTIVE

EDUCATION

"BUNDLE I"

"BUNDLE IF

HOUSING

VENTELE

o LOCAL GOV T.

a

(V-3)

TRAD, EXT. PROG.

(RESOURCES TO CD)

P

DESIGN

LANDSCAPING

.WORK WITH

INDIVIDUAL OFFICIALS

INDUSTRIAL EVELOPiii
STUDIES.

RURAL TRANSPORTATION

CO EXT. PROG.

(RESOURCES TO TRAD.)
worwarrrOrnuivr.

EXT. CLIENTELE

,ALTERNATIVES FOR

FAMILIES

TRAD, EXT SION

EDUCATION

USE1OTTOM HEADMS FOR'TRADITIONAL
EXTENSION PROGRAM PERSPECTIVE

4

(

AN INTERACTIVE MODEL OF OD AND TRADITIONAL EXTENSION PROGRAMS
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OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURE
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MANAGEMENT
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UNDERLYING

CONDITIONS

)cei.

PHILOSOPHY

OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURE

MANAGEMENT

.1.

ORGANIZE FOR

PLANNING:

COUNTY .STAF

ADVISORY B ARD

STUDY COMMITTEE

,*

r
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UNDERLYING

CONDITIONS:

PHILOSOPHY,

OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURE

MANAGEMENT

INVOI),VE LEADERS

AND AGE(NTS

STUDY`

ANALYSIS

DIAGNOSIS

(V-6)
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UNDERLYING
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OF WORK
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CONDITIONS:
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OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURE.

MANAGEMENT
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EDUCATOR

INVOLVE

NOT

INVOLVE

c-~

PEOPLE

(LEARNERS)
11

o

INVOLVE NOT INVOLVE

I. EDUCATION

FOR

REALITY

3.

"GRASS RC(OTS"\

2..

t!'

ACADEMIC

4.

PROPAGANDA

FOUR EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES
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,"YOU ARE AN EDUCATOR"

EDUCATION ,THE ART OF\

BRINGING ABOUT BEHAVIORAL

CHANGE"

VANDEBERG,

4
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WORKING WITH PEOPLE

VS.

WORKING PEOPLE

THE EDUCATOR WORKS WITH PEOPLE
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IMPLEMENTATION L, FOUR PERSPECTIVES

1. ROLES AND SKILLS

2. TOOLS AND ECHNIQUES

RELATIONSHIP TO PROGRAMMING

ril\o PITFALLS

I

5 0

(V-14)
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CD ,HELPS PEOPLE LEARN:

HOW TO WOK TOGETHER

HOW TO ORGA IZE EFFORTS

Art

HOW T6' UTLIZE A DECISION

MAKING FRAMEWORK

4



ROLES AND' SKILLS

ROLES INCLODE:.

U CA;

GAN I ZER .& LINKER
.

4

FAC I LEI tATOR

MOTIVATOR

PRINCIPAL SKILL -

WORKING WITH PEOPLE

710
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES (T&T)

Tr SEEM NEAT AND ORDERLY -

(V17)

BUT, THE WORLD ISN'T NEAT AND ',ORDERLY
/

T&T SEEMAIMPLE.AND EASY TO USE - 7

'BUT, THE WORLD ISN'T SIMPLE

T&T CAN BE VALUABLE`-

]F USED APPROPRIATELY

4
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THE IA TO SU CCESS USING T&T

KNOW WHAT TO DO AND WHEit TO D0 IT

a

(V:18)

neAUTIOI\f:. USING1ONLY ONEA1ETHOD .

,MAY BECOME HAZARDOUS TO YOUR

PROBLEM SOLVING HEALTH.

AGNALL



THERE IS NO ONE WAY TO APPROACH

A PROBLEM THAT NEEDS SOLUTION

THi, KEYS TO SUCCESS INCLUDE:'

ADAPTABILITY

INNOVATION

WILLINGNESS TO EXPERIMENT

(V-19)

KNOWLEDGE PROVIDES THE NEEDED BACKUP

ry

(
4
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COMMUNITY IDEALS---

V S

--COMMON I T'Y SITUATION,

IDINTIFY PROBLEM

'LEADERS' & ORGANIZATIONS

IDENTIFY RESOURGE,:.

IDENTIFY' 8:'ANALYZIE ALTERNfTIVES

ESTBLISH PRISpITIES

MAVE

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

IMPLEMENT

EVALUATE PER IDEALS
J

tI

A 6ONCEKkALI,ZATION CbMi(UNITY PEVELOPMENTTROCESS
way
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ORGANIZE FOR PLANNING

ADVISORY BOARD--

COMMITTEE

4 t

INVOLVEMENT OF LL ADERS & AGENTS

STUDY & AN LYSIS

- DIAGNOSIS

(V-22),

.

I

----TRANSLATE DECISIONS TO LoRo R RAMS

OPERATIONALIZE L.R0 PkORAMi

-ANNUAL PIA OF WORK

----IMPLEMENT ANN AL PLAN OF WO K

--'----EVALUATE ANNUAL PLAN OF WORK & LR, PROGRAM
OUTOOMES
PROCESS

EXTENSION PROGRAMMING FRAMEWORK'
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vs.
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4-IDENTIFY PROBLEM

FY1EADERS &
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f
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2K
/

÷"IMPLEMEINT'

EVALUATE-: PER IDEkS'-

CD PROCES

4

(V -23T

ORGANIZE FOR PLANNING'

7ADVISORY BOARD

-STUDY COMMITTEE,

--INVOLVEMENT OF LEADERS

& AGENTS

STUDY ,& ANALYSIS

DIAGN4S

CO

PROG

83
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T FORCE 6; THE PROJECT AND THE

DENT MADE BY IT
4

4

r

`HOO MOY.WERE AFFECTED?

.WHO A S A'FFCTE1)?':

)AHAT PrAS ACoOMI5LISHED'.?

WHAT WAS.T1E..,VALUE OF, THE

I

I

.:25)

THINGS THAT`WERE ACCOMPLISHED.
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FOLLOW UP INCLUDES:

ill"

--DETERMINING AMOUNT OF IMPAUt

4

t -ANALYZING & EVALyATING SUFFICIENCY

\,
--C6IMUOCATM INFORMATION ABOUT IkvecT

. i'441ay

- -USING THAT INFO INN r IN BUILDING

AND I,MPROVING PROGRAMS

".
4



.,

FOUR BASIC DEQISIONS
4

1. PURPOSE

TYPE ?\'0F FOLLOW' UP ?'

ROLE OF COMMUNITY LEADERS?

4;

KIND OF INFORMATION?

I I

Ty
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT IMPACT

--,CASUAL OR SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION
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DESCRIPTIONS TELL CLEARL
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CONCISELY,

WHAT RESULTS? WHA VALUE?
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SUFFICIENCY Of-IMPACT
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EVERYTHING ) MENTAL REVIEW7

ALL MAJOR R'OUP REVIEW

,CALF OF ,MAJOR
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MEDIA FEATURES
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ONCE EVERY FEW 'YEARS. ---)t A FORMAL STUDY'
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SOMETHING REALLY IMPORTANT, CONTROVERSIAL,

OR A PILOT PROJECT

--c7 INVOLVE SPECIALISTCAD ADMINISTRATOR
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WORK COOPERATIVELY, WITH COLLEAGUE'

RESEARCH YOUR PROGRAM RATHER THAN

,fl\IGLE ACTIVITIES OR PROJECTS
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--NATURE OF CD RESULTS

TANGIBLE THROUGH YO,URivEFFORTS

- TANGIBLE ,AS LEADERS USE NFOR-
,

MATION YOU PROVIDED

GENERAL RESULTS IN TERMS cF,

IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING,

SKILLS, AND ATTITUDES
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Detailed Daily Sthedule
Intensive Training for Community Development

Unit, V: Extension Programming

(Place)'

(Dates)

?

Daily Schedule

1.

'Resources

Sunday

3:00 p.m. Training Staf Meeting
(room) *

10'

Monday

9:00 a.m.

1:30 p.m.

C____)

' (
Registration

Welcome .

Introductions, Orientation Training Staff

intent of Session:
'1. To assist parti4pants and staff to become acquainted.
2. .To improve understanding of expectltions of the

training experience.

3:00 p.m. Philosophy of Extension
,Extension Program Planning

Staff or Re-'
source Person

r

Intent of Session:
To. gain an understanding of the overall fram4work for
.Extension educational program development, implementation,
and evaluation.

5:30 p.m.

)

";6:30 p.m.

)

Sotial hour

Dinner

r
1

Intent of Session: 1,-
1. . To provide oppOrtunity for becoming better acquainted.

A'. 2. To'stimulate interaction and the formation of a group
identity,

Note blank for the large meeting room assigned for all plenary' session's

1.0



Tuesday
.ts

8:30 a.m. Developing the CD Program Staff or Re-
source Pereod

Intent of Session:
1. To gain ftirther understanding of CD program develop-

ment, including: planning, pr8blemFsolving; assembly
and analysis of data, goal-identification,'shortand
long range program thrusts, evaluation design, etc.

2. To provide...participants an oppdrtunity to interact
with rellburce persons on program development particu-
,lars.

11:00 a Preview Project Report Staff

Intent of Session:

1:00 p.

To provide participants a frameworlefo ork ;group reports

An overview of the,are
which host counties re

located

Extension Dis-
trict Supervis-
or and Area Ex-
tension Agent,

.CD

3:00,p.m, ReViz- of background infor- County Extension
(small'group m on on host countieslro Agent for each

ch assigned)study grog host countyrooms)

Work groups will identify
, additional. needed informa-
tion and determineproced-
ures for obtaining it. ;

Intent, of Session:
1. TO 13pane well.informed about the host area and. its

needs for CD programming. . ' )

2. To gain experience in identifying-informatidn.needs .

and assembly procedures..

a



All day Travel'to assitnqd host
county by. each work group.

On-site overview of.coun-
,ty.situation - work

. groUps

itabr
ch group'.

t County.
Agents - Selected
Loq 1.Leaders.

Intent of Session: ,

1

1. To become well informed about the host county--itb s
communities, the physical, social, economic, poli-
tical conditions, etc.

2; To begin obtaining insights on conditions,(programs,
and potentials for County Extension CD programming.

Gather relevant county CD Host County Agents
information - work groups. and Facilitators

Intent of Session:
To'become agiluainted with sources of Information
re/evant to CD progr4mming.

2. To gain further experience in gathering and 'anal-
yzing that infotmation for use as a basip for CD
prograiming.

c.



Thursday,

8:30 a.m.

)

1:00 im.

Implementing: Techniques: Re8ource'Person
Definitions, Roles in.pro7 ' Or Training'
gram planning for CD edu- staff
cational programs

Work groUp activities in
CD programming.

Host.'County

Agents and Fa-
cilitators.

Intent of Session:
1. To gsin further understanding of CD program implemen-

tation:
2. To ensure part cipants are away, of selected resource

publications that provide .insights on implementation
of, CD programs.

3. To create awareness of. the nature. of social processes
involved in CD.

4. To review some of the roles of Extension workers and.
citizens involved in CD.

5. To exabline.some pitfalls of CD programming.

Friday

Study County Countystudy,contiqued by Host County
work groups Agent and. Fa-

cilitators

Saturday and
Sunday

Activities selected by par-
ticipants.

it
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Monday

8:30 ti,m.

( )

EValuating and follow-up
of Extension CD;programs

Resource 'Person

or Training
Staff

Intent of Session:
.

1.- To obtain increased knowledge of Extension evaluation
techniques and methods--including: data collection,
interpretatidn; and reporting procedures.
To become acquainted with future programming benefits
that can come from evalliation.results.

10:30 a.m. Developing proposed Ex-
w.tension CD programs -
work group's,

Host County
Agents and Fa-
cilitators

Intent of Session:
1. To begin the practice of develdPing Extension C pro-

gram proposals based upon conditions and concer s o,,k

the study area. These will involve aspects of p an-1

10 ning implementation and evaluation.
2. To identify'the extent to which available information

providea a basis for work croup reports.
,

b.

Tuesday

8:30 a.m. ContinUe developing pro
posed Extension CD programs fi

in each work group 49

Wednesday

8:30 a.m.

)

The perspeCtive ofgroup
interaction '2

Participant --
Staff Discus-
sion

Intent of, Session:
-

1. To assist participants in viewing.and understandpg the
dynamics of goup interaction observed in 1-ie sOidy

county.
2. To assist pareicipiits in 'Objective review and gainsight

on the group dynamics within each work group.

10:30 a.m. Continue aeveloping pro-
posed Extension CD, Pro-

gram %

.-
1 0 '''

.1!-



Thursday,

8:30 a.m. County, feedbaCk on CD Work groups and
(Study' program proposals county leaders

County):

Intent of Session:
/ ..

1. ..To'interact with.residents of study area concerning
_

their. reaction to the program proposals.
'2. To help participants to identify the extent to which

'progrpm proposals do not fully.match local Interests
and concerns.

1:00 p.m.

) Work group sharing of // Work groups
program proposals

.Intentuof Session:
1. To benefit by disCussion andcomparisons of program

proposals
/2. To benefit by exchange of experience

. 1,
Informal' Dinner and
Social Event

Friday

8:30 a.m..

)

Work group sharing con -
itinues

Work groups

Evaluation of workshop, Training, Staff
Certificates awarded .

_ .....,/

..6

, I

.

i'.12:00 p.m. . L9ncheon
I

*

1:30 p.m.

0

Travel safely
Training staff meets to

complete final details

4.

1u3



RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT V

PHTLOSOPHY OF PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
air

IN COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK

.$

The phillsoaly of program development in Gbop'erative Extension,work in

the United States is robted in the following basictenets, or principles,

that are widely accepted as a basis for the conduct of Extension education-

a1 prograis throughout the United States.

The mission of the Cooperative ExtensiOn Service is to0extend

long, cgtinuing educational opportunities to the people of the United

States in'ihose areas in which Extension has the competence and theegal

and moral obligation to serve. The Cooperative Extension Service'is a

dynamic.educational system oriented to the development of educational pro-
,

grams,designed to meet the changing needs of divetse publics. In carrying

out this responsibility, the Cooperative Extension Service is guided by the

principle of "helping people'to help themselves." The process of Extension

education involves working "with" people and not "for" them. It joins with

people in helping them to identify needs.? problems, and opportunitles;,

udy their resources; all arrive at desirable courses of action in line

with their desires, resources, and ab'lities. As the situation and educe-
,

tional levelof people changes, so do th programs of the Extension Ser-

vice. The COoperative Extension,Service conducts educational programs

which,resylt in the development of,skills, attitudes, and understanding of

people which will enable them to: conserve and effectively use natural

resources; efficiently ptoduce range,ferm, and forest prodUcts; increase

. \

A PhilosOphy of-Extension Program Development is a £ramew6I4c of basic
principles, tenets, and beliefs which have evolved ancrre held by Exten-
sion staff in.t4. Cooperative Extension Service for guidance iri the plan-
ning4"conducting, and evaluatp4of Extension educational programs. This
resource paper is taken from Extension Program Development aqd,Its Relation-
ship to xtension Managelkeplt Information lystems, a;aeport Of the Program

,Develop rnt Ad_HoC Committee. Ames: Iowa Cooperative Extension Service.'
Iowa State University. Feletiary 1974.
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effectiveness of the marketing distribution system; optimize their devlop-
-s,

ment as individualdand as members of dila family and community; improve(

'their'community prganization, services, and environment; develop as in-

formed leaders in a democrakkc society; and raise their level of living,

througf wise)resovcetmanagement,to pchieve family goald.

Extension.s ltrength!,is the involvem nt of people in the program

development process in determining,.plann ng, and carrying out programs

that meet their needs: Since the early beginnings of Extension, it has

keen assumed that people must be reached where they are--in terms of their

level of interest ancf,understanding. It is .especially important to in-
.

volve them%keldentifying needs, concerns, and'ihterests and to analyze

problems that'cmcern and affect them.

Change is a prerequisite to progress. Progress is made when people

.hayeideas about improvements and the skill and opportunities to trythem

out.

Educational changes in peopleareprerequisite

democratic society. The philOsophy-of,Extension is

to progress 'in a;

tbst people be als-iStpd

within a democratic framework to achieVe proveds. Extension's focus on

peopre'is through programs in whiChself-expression, self- direction '
E <.1.

k.

self-improvement are encouraged,. Cooperative'Extension'work is educstion,
for action--action individuals--ac ion by groups." It is educ tiol in

\
which, through:par cipatIon, individ 1 develop their .own abilit es- in

-/
4

prgblemsolving. It is education that helps people develop skills'in

problem identification, goal deterknatIon,_analysis, evaluation, and

Choice. It is education at providesOppOrtunitieS for peoplaoto develop

traits of character, qualities of leadership, and' kntdedge'OI issues and
. . .

*
..:

concerns that enable them.to be productive ciizens'and to achieve progress
. . ,.

in a changing society%

Stephen Brower has developed a model defining,four

educa'ional approaches which Icring into/elarpfocdt tie

involving and not involVing the,learner.and the teacher

implementron Xgigure 1)-
-

He postulataaa philosophic. dilemma

cra

basic eypes of

relationships. of

in planning and

for Extension educators, primarily

epeen type2 and type 3, ylt advocates type 1 as being the sound approach.
,

tr/

.

0,



InvolVe

Educator _

(change

agent)/;, Not

I InVolve-

1. Education

reality

4. Propaganda"

Figure 1. Model defining 'four 'basic types of educational
,

approtaChesto planning and conduCting educa
tionalprOiraMal:

Success in the':opetition-Of type 1 involves utilization of irganization,

aocial change,. and' motivational processes.

)
Program determination

on _a careful ana sia

la deliberative, ntellectual process which

ocuses o Vproblems, irl rests, and concerns of

PerIe and the environment'which affects them. It requires a careful:in-

teraction of clientele, hgelit, speciaiists,.supervisors, administrators,

and Extension advisi6 and support -groups for most effeCtive programs.
r-

effective
.

, There are four bases for educational program priorities and'emphases. ,They

include:
,

it
$ I,

1. Expregsed needs of people. Audience- people-generated pro-
.-1

grats focus on their expressd needs, interests,-and Concerns and- . ).

are the result of loci program dexelop ,ent committees. The view-,

po t of the clientele is the, cornerstone' of effective. Extension
.

.

..
,

prog m ._st
. - /

40TheAnalysis.of environment and other conditions of society.40The

careful analysis by professivals such as agents, special its,
.1"

,
,;.

and special, technical and industrial gfoups and by community

See Erower, Stephen F., "Dilemma of Adult EdUcators,",journa
Cooperative Exte1sion, Vol. II,. No. 2, 1964.
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a.

,

groups of'the envitOnment and contemporary.life broadens t' ,-,e pro

gram perspective and focuses programs on societal needs. Socio-
',/

economic trends are analyZed, and emergingA.SrobIems.are

fied. The breadth and balance of educational programs are en7

hanced when they are built Upon this framework.'

At. Emerging research results. AsneW knowledge becomes available or

new technology is developed by research and interpreted by spe-

cialists, it is possible to incorporate this into.program deter -s

mination, which .then results in educational programs baSed on

these new findings. '(' -

4: Administrative response to recommendations and pressures of Coop

erative Extension support groups. There are Many educatib nal in-
,

stitutions, legislative bodies, government agencies, org aniza-
.1

tions, advisory grOups,'and special interest groUps who 'dove in-,

terests and concerns for Extension educational preograMb. Their

-viekoints and pressUres, must also. be considered in 'r ram deter

mination, especially where funding in the-political process is

involved.
1

It is importanethlt Extension staff members, university departments,

representatives of'clientele groups, and Extension support groups have an

',...461001Rortunity for continuous input to the program determination process so

that programs are effectively balanced between felt needs, emerging prob-,

lems, and new knowledge.

Program development is a continuous staff interaction process inVolv-

ing intermittent and continuous dialogue;, negotiation; joint decision .

o
making, and coordination between ttiv people and their Extension committees;

staff members' in,,the Extension organization, departments of the land grant

*Lip ersity, agencies, organizations, and other relevant groups, This

interaction results in coordinated programs that effectively' meet tcie needs

of people wherever they.live and focuses, on their changing behavior pat-'

terns and the societal situations in which they live.

Program.development processes should have a built 2n framework for
, -

.

accountability' in terms of the impact their educational programs have on

1

4
the welfare df people, the economy, and/or the institutions in communities

10.



'where people live. With changes in funding, a mushrooming interest in
4

. .
'continuing education; limited resources, and a growing concern'about

fectiveness of educational institutions, there is more need for evaluatIng

the utilization of resources to achieve desired,educational results in

terms of program objectives. Such an evaluation system'demonstratei to .

publics and funding agencies that desired results are being obtained and

that Methods are efficient. This t a continuing challenge in the decade

of the 1970S.

i
It is generally agreed that the philosophy and:organization for Ex-

tension program development influences the behavior of each Extension

staff member and involved lay person. Therefore, is recommended that

each state Cooperative Extension Service should review' and'develop a

philosophy'and organization for program development for its state,.com-

municate this philosophy and organization to its staff, develop under=

standing of implications, and seek commitmeAt by all Extension staff to

the philosophy and organizational framework for Extension program develop-
:

menf.,

An institutional framework and organizationfOr program development

is-'a primary condition that must be developednand maintained if program

development processes are to result in effective programs.



RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT -V

THE CD PROCESS AND EXTENSION CD PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT*.

**
Paul H. GessaMan and Gordon p:: Rose

This brief paper is the-outgrowth of our having been present at many
"discussions in which the community development prdcess was equated with the
process for Extension CD program de'velopMent. Superficia,observation my
dicates these processes, often are equated in practice with negative conse-

quences for the development of Extension CD programs.

The paper begins with description)of.the two processes and a iscus-
sion of their similarities and differences. Then, the causes and conse-
quences of'not maintaining the separate identity and functions of thetwo

processes are examined, followed by some suggestions for maintaining the

integrity of each. The paper concludes with some comments about the value
and use of long-run educational goals identified through the'program devel-
opment process.

The Processes Compared

The community development,.process

The formulation illustrated in Figure 1 is one of many that differ

only in. details of wording or diagram. The exact formulation makes little.
. difference as long as the basic elements of a.systematic problem-solving

sequence are included. The process. starts with 'problem identification

growing out of the divergency between community ideals (what ought to be)

and the community situation (what Recognition is taken of the,many

*
Adapted from a portion of an earlier publication by the authors [2].

**
Extension Economist, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and Program

Director, Community Resource Development and Public Affairs, University. of
Minnesota,'respectively.
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I
places in,the process at which it is possible to identify a new disparity

between "what ought to be" and 9what is."

Coimmunity Ideals

vs.

Community Situation--

Identify Problem

I

Identify Leaders & Organizations

Identify Resources.

Identify & Analyze Alternatives

Establish Priorities

*
Make Decision

*

Plan Implementatiov *(/

Implement

Evaluate Per Ideals

Figure 1. A conceptualization of the
community development procIss

,

The process moves from identification of the divergency between ideals

and the actual situation to probleth identification, leadership recruitment,

problem analysis, prioritization and decision making, implementation, and

evaluation. Opportunities. for feedback are numerous., and identification

of "gaps" between ideals and actual situations can occur at numerous points

in the process.

Each of these "gaps" can be the starting point for another problem-)

solving process. Thus, any iteration of the CD process has potential to

become the source of many problem- olving activities each of which, also has
7

that same potential. Thfs prolif ration. is most likely if those involved

find their problem-solving.activi ies to be both_ interesting and success-

ful.

It



The CD process can be undertaken by ariy group with interest in pAb-

lem-solving and is often initiated by persons other than Extension pro-

febsionals.:. Extension workers can .relate to these problem-solving activi-

ties through use of the program development process: The program,develop-
.

ment process provides a means of designing, appropriate educational efforts
v

that will facilitate the ,community development proiess, but it is,distinct-

ly different from the CD process.

Theip rogram development process

The program deVelopment model suggested by Boone [1, 7-14],can.be

:,arranged as illustrated in Figure 2 without modifying its intent or mean-
!

.1.11.
1

The focal point of program development remains the county program,

with the process steps arranged in order or occurrence.

Organize for Planning
- Advisory. Board

-Study pmmittee

Involvement of Leaders & Agents
-Study &Anal.)ysis

Translate Decisionsto L.R. Programs-
,

OperationaliZe,L:R: Program
7Annual Plan of Work

Implement,Annual Plan of Ark

Evaluate AnnUal Plan of Work & L.R. Program
-Outcomes
Process

ti

Figure 2. An Extension programming framework
-

As was the case with the conceptualization of the CD process, this

formulation of the Extension programming process is only one of many that

might be used. Any formulation illustrating the process as starting with

1
This formulation does not alter the model pre-conditions that Boone

identifies as philosophy, objectives, structure and management [1, pp. 8-9].
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4

study of the community, situation, moving through steps of-analysis, long-
,

run goal setting, short -run program development and implementation, and

ending with evaluation and feedback could be-used.

1

Similarities' and differences

The CD process and the Extension programming process arc both social

processes: Both move forward through group'interactions occurring over

time. They'are initiated and smstained through the Noluntary participation

of local'leaders and citizens. And, they are subject to all the slippages,
t.

lost time and effort, and occasional confusion that mark most types of

social action,

, If the formulations of Figures 1 and 2'are placed' together, other

similaritie become evident (Figure 3,) :

1. Both. start with study of the community. ti

2. Both involve lay,persOns who are supposed to identify the diver- '

gency between the community situation, and community ideaIS for

its sitnation;,..

3. Both are continuing proC'esses that go on Over time if the.pro-
,.,

cesses are to be fully aperatioial.
s.

4. The short run pay-off for members of the groups-that identify the

divergency between "what t6" and "what should be" (the initiating

group of the CD process, the study committee and advisory board

of t e programming process) 'is difficult to identify.

. When we. urn to ffnsideration of the differences, these are as real
t1

As the similarities, but much less evident unless t intent and nature of

the processes are kept clearly in mind:

1. The community development process has as its intended output a

community (grout)) decision that sa.,ay result in an action project

more CD prodiess activities.

The intended output of the Extension programming process is

the' identification of long,run educational goals and the design

of annual plans of work complementary to those, goals.

2. Any community development process may involve, or may be partially

dependent upon, Extension program6', but the intent of the process

is to deVelop a direct response to perceived community problems.
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Community Ideals

VS.

Community Situation-
*

^e- Identify
*

Problem

Identify Leaders .&
Organizations

-e--Identify Resources.

* . '

& Apalyie
Alternatives

*
-- Establish Priorities

Make. Decision
*

E- Plan Implementation

-mg-- Implement ,

-4E-Evaluate Per Ideals

.figure

r-

Organize for Planning
- Advisory Board.
-Study Committee

Involigment of Leadersk
& Agents

- Study & Analysis
- Diagnosis 1-=

Translate. Ddcision
L,R. Program

Operationalize L.R. Program
'-Annual plan of Work

Implement Annual Plan
ofork

Evaluatp.anriiial Plan of Work
A L.R. Program
Outcome

.-Process

The CD and Extension programming processes' compared

I
The Extension programming process is initiated by Extension

to meet the prograMming needs, of Extension, i.e.,,to ensure that

'the program of educational activities carried.on by 'Extension is

'appropriate and adequate given the nature of educational needs

of clientele. Thus,.the intent is to develop an indirect re-

sponse to perceived community problems.

3. The CD process maybe carried on independent of Extension educa-

tional programs,'or Extension educational programs may be among

the contributing factors that help the process move forward.--

The.programming process must involve .Extension because the

output (educationalgoaas and annual Plans o'f work) is a joint

product of Extenslon\and community inputs. The programming

process cannot move forward without Extension and community

participation.
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'6

Processes Equated -- Causes and Conseque4ces

Distinctions between these processes are difficult to maintain unless

both the Extension worker and-the community clearly uffderstaad he intent-

and nature of 'each process, In the typidal situatlit ion he_ExtensiiOn worker.

may have been exposed to one or more:prgentations where the CD poces'4'
,.

was presented as the way to work with the community in an Extension CD

program. If so, the CD process is the place he/she starts and the pro-

gramming effort may never get nderway.

Or, despite a delibesrate ttempt-to work through the programming

,
process; persons recruited for the progra

to discussion of community problems by beco

ing study committee may. react

an action group When this

'happens, the arena of partidipation shifts (it is'usually an unconscious

.shift), from the programming process to the CD prOcesS. the resulting

CD Froceas leads t8 another and an*her, the ExtensiOn worker soon is fully

employed in working.with groups involved in the CD process. "And,, program

planning is.permanently sidetracked.

If program planning becomes sidetracked,: he Extedsion program will
A

A.,
P')

consist of a large group of activities that will be, mutually supyortive

only by chance. The Extension worker will likely be a service: worker pro-

viding support to local groups and unable to fulfill the role of an educa-

tor'delivering a coherent and productive educational program. Long-run

educational goals will be conspicuous by their absence and' the.
'

worker will have no basis for saying "yes" or "no":tO requests for assis-

tance. Thus, he/she will end up in the situation deSCribed by these

familiar words:'

As a public employee, it is.your job to be forty' a hinkingA
polite, resourceful, adaptable, capable;, effective and steadfast in
identifying and working toward the attainment of your long-term goala.i,.

But, when you are up to your belly button in alligators, it is hard to
remember that you came to drafn the swamp.

Remedies and Responses -,-

Theapri4Ipal remedy IS one that is beguiling in its simplicity

--recognize and remember that planning and impfementing'are not the saMplo

Having recognized this, practice these approaches:'



-/- ,

When planning; plan. And, when implementing an editcational'pro-
\,_

gram, implement.

2. At all times, recognize the process involved. Make sure roles
_

acrd activities are appropriate for that process and-the ttage(s)

of the process that- .is(are) underway/at that particular, time.

3: In working with lay persons,, you will find some can be happy wori:::°,

ing on planning while others are happy only when implementing.

Involve them irfappropriate attiyities. qr they will cease to be

. participants and,suppOrters of the Extension program.
4

When working with groups in the CD process, theVrimary.objective is

tuprovide educational and supporting assistance that will prevent break-

down of the CD process. This impres that Extension efforts Support and

sustain the community decision-making process in ways that make it possi-

blefor participants to reach a group decision. It does not mean that the

decision must be one Extension favors.

Extension worker roles-in support of the programming process include

these: a teacher, a facilitator, a motivator, a provider of linkages to

information sources, etc. But, first and foreiostT7the Extension worker

is an educator securing assistance_ from members of-the comMuriity'in the

-identification of long-run,and short-run educational priorities.' And,

that is a different activity than working with the community'in Obblem

solving.

One of ,the principal benefits from. maintaining the viability of the

programming process is an increased ability to identify long-run goals

that provide a basis for setting Pcilictiitional program priorities. Such

goals indicate the direction of major educational thrusts and provide

criteria for decisions about, annual plans of work. Without long-run

goals and the conscious Use of them as focal points for the county pro-

gram, there'is no firm basis for prioritizing use of time and resource .

A , without priorities, the Extension worker will be a "firefighter"

becau e.clientele groups will dNand many and diVerse activities. COnSiS-

tent use of)lotrun goals will provide a means-0f self- defense that sup-

ports a coherent and useful Extension program.
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C MMUNITY DEALOPMENT (COMMUNITY RESOURCX/DEYELOPMENT):

J

REDUCING'THE DEFINITIONAL PRBDICAMENT.

*,

RESOURCE PAPER.
UNIT' ,

Paul H. Gsasaman

r
For more than a lecade he title, Community Resource Development (CRD),

has designated one of.the Cooperative Extension program areas. During.

this time there has -been 'little 'agreement on what constitutes a CRD,pro-

gram. Confusion has.re' ed as a4miaistrators'and Extension workers (in-

cluding many with CRD esponsibilities) have sought to conceptualize and

carryout the\educational responsibilities implied by the label, "Exten-._,.

s on CRD Program." The 'soon- to -be- released ECOP authorize -port enti- ,

-\ tied, Extension EducatioA in- Community Development, appe rs to legitimize

"la change inoterminology by substituting "community dev lop... ' for "cora-

1munity resource development," blit does so Without sys matically addres-

T.

sing definitional concerns :'

This paper takes brief notice of existing definitions and then identifies

the definitional predicament faced by administrators and Extension.workers

when they seek to conceptualize, develop, and deliver CD programs. A dif-

ferent definitional approach is suggested in which community development

is defined by a set of components derived from: (1) clientele charatter-

istics, (2) types of educational assistance supplied in CD educational.

activities, and (3) organizational conditions necessary for the feasibility
4

of an Extension CD program. Selected aspects of the interrelationships ;-

between CD and other Extension7Yrogram areas are also examined. The paper
. I

EAtension Economist and AssatkProfessor of Agricultural Economics,
University'Of Nebraska - Lincoln.

For convenience the community development (CD) nomenclature is used
in this paper except in cases where "community resource development", is re-
quired to accurately identify previous definitional efforts.
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closes with a brief discuvsiod'of tmplications of the componeAt-pased

definitloh.

Previi?u befiniaons
0

Cooperative Extension Service has'identified Community Resource De-

velopment as:

. . a process whereby those in the community arrive at group decisions

and 'take, actions to.enhance social and economic well being of the com-

munity p. 912

' Eldridge has,amplified'thiNpy describing CRD as 7a process with a

purpose" [4, p. 831]. Despite, the limited abilityof these definitions

to communicate with most Ektension workers, no generally accepted alteiAa-

'dye definitions,have been developed.

Definitions of community development, have been numerous (e.g., [2,

O. 1; 9, p. 7; ll, pp. 4-12; 13, pp: 407-8; 14, pp. 18-31; 15, p. 321;

17, pp. 5-6]). No two of these are the same. In words that seem ectUally

leapplicable to. CRD, War n has commented:.
1

There never has been any extensive degree of consensus -on a.conceptu-

ally.rigorous definition of community development'. The term is elusive,

just as are the goals that commimity development efforts are designed

"Ursue 16 p. 75].

The Definitional Predicament

FOr those who enjoy intellectual games.based ea the meanings of words,

this lack of rigorous definitions can provide stimulation for thinking-end

debate. Some of these definitions convey meanings useful to community

development Ofessionals. But, matey admintstrators and Extensipn workers

whose acad c and experience backgrounds do not provide a basis for under-

standing "process" and other similarly embiguou.rwords, have faced a con,.

tinuing predicament from the lack of an understandable definition. The

2
With only slight wording differences this definition appears in

another portion of the ECOP Report [5, p. l] and in at least one other

major policy document (A People and a Spirit [12])-

//)
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4 r Lv*
resulting confusiotOas-been an importantofiatacle to t development

-and delivery-of Extension 0 programs. Many persons have taien the
.

.

lack. of a conceptually rigorous detetnition as eVidence thatcommunIty.

development profeaSionals don't:MoviIihat,theT ace,,doipt. 14 many

states the'result has been frustration, slippage, and conffict/Ther

definitional approach presented here can improve.tinderstanding of the

activities, the content, and the organizational conditions that Take.tidsnt fy (define) the existence of an Extension CD program:'

A Definition of Community Development

In' this
,

paper a definition of'CD that is

Jdefinition,cited above (althougt6CD is used in
- $

by identif9ing a series of Components. These

consistent with the ECOP

.place of CRD) is "built ups'

components,when taken as a

whole, provide a defirliticin of an ExtensiOn CD program.

Components based on clientele
characteristics]

"-----.

Extens on'activities in.CD have as their primarypurpose the providing
i

of education l'assistanceto'clientele'whO are involved in decision making
. 1

'activities where the decision 'unit is the group. and tfie,deciSipn processes

:are "democratiC."
4

These "dmocratic" grouPS'and their decisions are

characterized by:. (1),The group decisions reflect .the preferences of, those
..ir

who participate in the group. )Ahd,.(2) entry to. the troUpl, with the ac-
-s,

coi[tganying rights of:Partbcipation In decisiOn making, iszpossible 6r ...

.

those who are affected by the group decision'. -

.. ,

t
. I .- '?.

The decision making group usually is locity-oriented with the bound-

aries of the locality determined by the issue being considered. Typically,
.r

this territory. is relatively.small.(a neighborhood: a municipality, a

rural community, or a county), but is 'too large to make possible face-to-
/

face contact between/all personsvolved.

3
Portions of this section.of!the paptriare a further developmentIf.

ideas pregentedin Geasaman-and Rose.[8].

4
Bohlen,,,ancrilaudW 0.have described the functioning'bf these

.groups; which"they call "forma demOcratic groups" [1, esp. pp. 28-7301. .

a
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. .

This decision making group idilleo action-oriented. Its me bers par '..-

-t-

, . - lec.....0'

ticipate'beCaUse they want to,do\oometAing or prevent octet frorii'being
4

....,..

riotte trelativeooomklocality=oriented issue. Thii Implies participants
0 .

are invoiiied to'aehieve ends'th ,dtfine.as-desirable,,and that they .believe
.

A ,

partkipati`hit -is .a. means. of achi inig those: ends. 4- a,.
.

..% 4. ., t .r

Extension-ClientelevesesMhe6e,characteristioeto VatIfing..
. ,:::,; - :

degrees;

Decision,making units may "belong at almOt,any'p nointo. a'cOntiyuth.ffom
..

:

"individual" to "grclup," and decision malcing May .be ria ailti.70e 15:sequence
,

, .ip,

where individual and grouvdecieions are intermixed. The:_degree,Of Ini, '
v

' Oality orientation. mai'vary,from high, when theboundarieS.of the area
,

,-

affected,hy. the problem are .clearly identifiable, to low:, The adilogier-

entation-may vary from high to low depending on the perceived level of

,urge 5e associated. with the prOb1em,:and clientele perceptions of the

able efficacy of efforts to alleviate .it.-
5

The definitional usefulnees of these clientele characteristics.i
.,,,.,...-=j,,,

moreevident whenythey are xiewed in ;combination with one anOther. .I4e
take as given that the grodp\lecieion making process6s .must be reasonably

. , .
-

democratic to makeAultifiabie EXtensipn 'involvement, we are priMarily ,.

$ concerned wit* interrelationships between tFce other three characteistics.
,

The interaction of these characteristics can bevisimlized. V constructing -.

a set ofthreeditilensional axes with a continunm of one ,characteristicy

aloAg each axis (Figure 1). The.resu tingcube can be 'thought of'aethe
_ ... .

4

0m/4n-of all,Exteneion-clientele, .the origin represents the "ideal-
.

ized" set of olientele
1
characteristics for CD. The rectangular solid, :.

identified by points A, B,andC 'Is the. domain of CD clienteie. %AUdienCes

work done with,them in support of thikir decision making.activities is ,

(
,

.

'with this "cluster" of.characteristics are CD audiences and Extension`_
- c '71;'

7

',. i

CD.educatio.
_.

.

. .

This ."cluster" of audience characteristicsrindicates
.

that it is
. _

,

an overstatement to say, everything Cooperative Extension does is

.community development. When the decision-making unite is the
_, . .

individual; for when the action and/or locality ortentation,are low, or

when the underlying precondition of. UemberatiOiecision.oaking.fs not-

5 In this context "action" does not indi ate that the Extension Pro:-
gram is an action efk t Clientele characterist.191, not the Extension
program, are "the subj ct of the Ziscussion:
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'Decision making unit $

I

t

'I
4 1-e,

/ .

Individual

I °

I

Action 'Continuum

I/ I/ I.
F. - - - -

II.

I' .
V Group

Not action. C Locality oriented c

oriented : Action oriented
' f 0

....- . - -

'II
/

1
-

A 1 -NaCrloWity.oriented

Localiiy. continuum

Figure. Interaction of Extension clientele characteristics that
partially define community development

met, Extension education with that clientele cannot be CD. .Neither iS community

development education the same as Public Affairs education. There are at

-41e2st four differences: (1) The audience of public affairsleducation ef-

forts Is usually .not an organized decision making group, (2) the public

affairs audience usually is not iocality.oriented in the same sense as is

the CD clientele group, (3) the level of action orientation is much lower

in the-typical public affairs audience, and (4) the.decision making unit

isdSually the indivikal as a unit of society rather than a group. Thus,

the CD Extension program is partially. identifiable in terms of audience

characteristics and these same characteristics make it distinguishably

different from other Extension programs.

IP
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Components based on education
program content

?
Definitional considerations presented above make no specific mention'

of CD educational program content. This lack of precise content identifi-

cation has been a continuing characteristic of CD. programs and definitions.

It has contributed to the confusion of Extension workers who identify an

Extension program in terms of its subject matter content. In CD a large

portion of the educational assistance is situationally specific and a small

portion is common to most educational efforts. Consideration of the con-

text of Extension CD programAelivery provides necessary background for

adding some content compOnents to this definition of an Extension CD pro-

gram.

The decisions of action-oriented groups who work on the solution of

locality-oriented problems are usually binding upon those who disagree with

the final decisions as well as upon those who agree with them. In many
/

instances, individuals will incur costs as a result of the group decision

without being able to directly capture compensating benefits. Under these

conditions, the Extension worker can appropriately provide educational

"inputs" intended to improve group decision making. But he/she cannot

be identified with, or advocate, "outcomes" without incurring unacceptably

high risks of alienation from those who disagree with the final decision

on the problem or issue being considered. The principal intent of the

Extension worker's effort is education that facilitates the initiation,

improvement, and support of group decision making.

Group decision making is based on the group participation skills of

the members ofthe group, the group's ability to identify goals and prior-

ities, its knowledge of resources and alternative solutions to the problem

being considered, and its ability to translate individual preferences

into group decisions. Given this context of CD educational program de-

livery, the educational program content can be divided into: (1) A "bun- ,

dle" of educatio al content appropriate to most decision making groups,

and (2) a second situationally specific "bundle."

Content included in the first "bundle" is generally thought to in-

clude: (1) Understanding and use of the'group decision making

124



process,
6

(2) leadership development, (3) group process skills, and (4) or-
,

ganization development and maintenance. Opinions on additional items that

might be included vary widely.

The second "bundle" includes information about local conditions,

available resources, alternatives and expec ed consequences of those after-
_

natives, plus other educational inputs hat are required to make
operational.th variety of skills, techniques, and linkages needed for solu-

tion of the pro lem under consideration. 7
The range of content is-limit-

,

less, and the demands placed on Extension worker time may be very high. 8

The definitional components evident in the two "bundles" of content

are additive to those derived from the clientele characteristics. Deci-

sion making groups having those characteristics will generally need and

make use of the "bundles" of educational input if they are made available

under conditions and persons that are acceptable to members of the

group. .

It seems appropriate to ask if the converse Is true. Can groups who

ask for these educational inputs be appropriately identified as CD Program
clientele? The. answer appears to be, "Only if they have the combination

of clientele 'characteristics previously mentioned." 'or example, groups
who are not deMocratic in nature may. request educational'assistance of the

types generally identified with CD in'order that they can more effectively

advance their interests without regard to, others with concerns about the

problem or issue being considered. Or, a group may request.these same

types of educational assistance to develop individual, skills for use in
othet situations: Neither appears to be community development.

6
Kimball and Thullen have identified this as the use of the scientif-

ic method by a group seeking solution of a problem [10]:

7
For additional insights into the many types of educational inputs to

group decision making that can be involved in an Extension CRD program,
see [5, 6, 3]..

8
Ehe situationallv specific educational program content often demairdsa larger proportion of Extension worker time, effort, and activity than thefirst "bundle." This means the easily identifiable,c6ntent of the CD ed--

ucational program,(the first bundle) seems small and-insignificant.



Components based on organi-
zational conditions

Identification Of organizational conditions necessary for the feasi-

bility of an Extension CD educational program provides additional defini-

tional components. They are based on possible operational .linkages be-

tween CD and the traditional Extension program areas--Agriculture, Home

Economics, and 4-H Youth Development. As background to those linkages, it

may be useful to briefly recap some ideas previously discussed.

-4The ECOP Report [5] definition is based on an understanding ofi -the

community as a group of persons living within an identifiable geographic

area (the locality orientation)4who have at least one element of shared

interest or concern. Decisions relative to shared interests or concerns

are arrived at through a group decision making process that in its best

form is fully democratic and is focused on solving the common problem

(the action orientation). The Extension CD educational effort provides in-

puts through the delivery of educational assistance to facilitate, assist,

and improve group decision making,.

In an operational sense, the Extension CD program and other Extension

programs have potential for interactive linkages based on the total educa-

tional needs of Extension clientele. The community development program

provides educational support of the group decision making activities, and

the traditional programs provide educational support of decisions made by

individual and family decision making' units. Viewed in this way, the

traditional programs are resources to the CD program as they form a part

of the total resource base available to any group involved in group deci-

sion making. The CD program is a'resource tq the traditional Extension

programs as it supports improvement of group decisions that modify, alter,

or improve one or more dimensions of the context within which individual

decisions are made. This inter-relationship is depicted in Figure 2 using

a few Extension clientele groups as examples. Most of the examples in-

volve clientele usually associated with CD programs.
9.

.1

9
Equivalent examples could be drawn from production agriculture (e.g..,

formation of weed districts to improve total on-farm and off-farm weed con-
trol), or from home economics (e.g., formation of food cooperatives to im-

-
rove home management choices for families). ,

d.
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USE T,P HEADINGS FOR CD PERSPECTIVE

Educational efforts
:common to-all CD Programs.

Education to improve group
decision making:a

Understanding the group .

decision making process

Leadership develOpment

Group process skills

Organization development
and maintenance.

Extension clientele with
involvement in or concern
for:-

Examples of traditional
Extension.educational efforts
and activities that can be
resources to CD Programs

4-H Youth Development 4-H projeccts
.441 citizenship short courses

_ 4-H leadership camps

Health Education

ousing

+Land use

Diabetic detection,
Nutritiorj education
Child immunization

Home planning and design
<_ Home site selection

Landscaping

Issue identification
Decision Making 4-- Soil survey interpretation

Planning and Zoning Legal framework for P & Z
Protecting Agricul- <-7- Duties and responsibilities

tural.Land, of officials

Improving Local Gov't.
(County, Municipal,
Extension Bds., etc.)

,

Situati9nallyspeel4cAll.7,,e, COmmunity,FaCiltieS and
formatickniabout C.ont4t1pna.::. Services.:.:

retourcesalternatiNies,Con ;,-

sequenCeSskiIla;Y.ad,Nti-i4u4a
and .linkages.13 \; I Development

r.

scribed above40
1

The second ubUtite" 14SOil and Water

scribed above.

CD educational efforts in
support of group decision
Making can be a resource to
traditional Extension
programs

c-

Improving leadership and .

decision making abilities
of individual /officials

Home & business beautification
<-- Technical information on

service alternatives

Feasibility ,studies
Issue identification
impact,avalyses

Irrigation scheduling
Resources---,

_ Minimum tillage farming

> Rural Transportation' Information, on alternatives

Extension clientele with
involvement-in or con-
cern for:

Educational emphases common
to all traditional Extension
programs - Improvement of
individual or family unit
abilLties and decisions

USE BOTTOM HEADINGS FOR TRADITIONAL EXTENSION PROGRAM PERSPECTIVE

Figure 2. An interactive model of CD and traditional, Extension programs

1.<,'
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a

When viewed from the community Aevelopment perbpective, the top

headings,identify the interrelAtionships. Traditional Extension programs

are viewed,as resources to the community avelopment programs. 'When

viewed from the perspective of traditiSftal Extension programs, the bottom

headings provide identification of the interrelatioriships. CD programs

are viewed as-resources to the traditional Extension programs. This mu-

tually supportive interrelationship makes "obvious'-' the need for Extension

workers who use clientele concerns as the basis for.their program planning

to be active.in the delivery of both community deVe/opment and traditional

Extension programs.

Experience in alarge numberof states has indicated that these "ob-
.

vious" interactive linkages often do not become operational. The Extension

delivery system has often proved ineffectual in CD program delivery--a sit-

uation that appears to result directly from the characteristics of a CD

program and the nature of incentives for persons in the. Extension delivery

system.

The County or Area Extension worker (agent) has primary responsibility

for Extension'program delivery in his/Aer-?assigned geographic area. Ful-
.

filling this responsibility requires the directing and, conducting of a

local educational program based on needs defined by: (1) a local advigdry

board, (2) citizen requests for assistance, (3).direct or indirect ex-

pressions of citizen concerns, (4) agent understanding of clientele needs

and interestaas perceived from the perspective-of his/her discipline and

experience background; (5) Extension administration and/or Land 'Grant Uni-

versity priorities, and (6) opinions and advice from co-workerssuch as

other agents, district specialists,and state specialists. The almost

universal situation of the agent is that he/she is looked to by clientele

as a source of directly applicable information'to clientele concerns (an-/

swers) or as a linkage to specialists who can supply directly those appli-

cable answers. The agent's proficiency in this work is evaluated by cli-

entele and the local advisory boar the : -sis of a number of factors

with (usually) heavy weighting gi en to the agent's ability'to provide

speedy and accurate answers t clientele concerns. The agent is also

evaluated by the Extension ministration on the basis of a number of

12S
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factors with (usually) heavy weighting given, to clientele expressiond of

satisfaction (or lack of clientele complaints), and tangible, measures of

prOgram.delivery such as identifiable benefits to clientele (dollar

amounts), miles traveled, number of meetings held,. voinber of persons on-
.

tacted, number of publications',.distributed, etc. These types of' evalla-

tion resulttinan incentive system for the agent that encourages concen-
.

tratidn of effort on: (1) Building,p a strong and stable local advisory

board, whose expectations for agent efforts-are consistent with the delivery

of educational programs that the agent knows he/she can deliver, and

(2) selection of educational programs that are known to_be deliverable and

provide answers to local concerns while generating data suitable as a ba-

sis for tangible measures of pro ram de ivery.

Agent involvement in Extension CD program delivery runs counter to

this incentive system in'several way (1) The CD program focuses on
t

improving clientele abilityto generate their own answers to local concerns.

rather than fodusing on the supplying of answers. TheAagent'is placed in

a role inconsistent with_the expectations of clientele groups And the local

advisory board. (2) The deliverY of CD programs requires a group ofskills

somewhat different from those required for the "expert" role of the'agent

in traditional Extension programs, and agents often do not Possess or 'are

not comfortable in using those skills:' (3) Benefits associated with CD

program delivery are usually diffuse over local populations,_realized over

the longer term, and may be neither tangible or quantifiable. (4) The

deliveiy of CD programs is more "labor intensive" than is the case with

most other Extension programs so the agent who is involved in CD must work

even longer hours or cut back on programs that do generate tangible.,mea-

sures of program delivery. ' (5) The nature of benefits-makes the recruit-

ment of local support groups for CD programs difficult or iimpassible in

the short run. And, (6) group decision making activitiee such as those CD

. programs seek to improve, alter the dimensions of the context.for individual

'decision making and disturb the stability of local expectations for agent,

performance. To ensure a favorable evaluation the agent is forced to en-

gage in a continuing effort to re- consolidate his/her local advisory
,

boa `d'^, semOf-expectations.for agent performance..
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The overall result of these factdfs is a widespread inability to

realize the potential of the interactive relationships depieted'in Figure

2. In balance, the incentilfes for agents, their, preferences for keeping

their local delivery system stable and manageable, and (usually) the know-

ledge and skills theylbring to their jobs are mutualfy supportive of con7-

'centration Of agent efforts on the delivery of traditional Extension pro-
-)

grams.Thus the existence of an Extension. community development program

is dependent upon organizational
conditionathat differ from those typ

4.,

cally, found in the Extension systemwhich is oriented to tle delivery of\-

traditional programs,
V

I

The organizational conditions and add tional dafinitional.components

they_inply as necessary -for 941onably effe Live Extension CD. program, de-

livery include: (1) An administrag 'commitment to community development .4.

that creates throughout the state Ex sion organization the.' xpeatation

that CD programs will be delivered. (2) A:continuing educational effort

with local Extension advisory boards to,broaden'their understanding of 2

the appropriate activities'of.Extension
agents.' (3) Visible community

developmdht program leadership with status equivalent, to that Of other

program areas.
1

(4tate specialists who provide direction, content, and

methodological expertise in CD.lograms. (5) Appropriate formal or.intsj`

formal linkages (within Extension; and between)Extenslo,and'other edube-

. ..-

tional units) to make possible the mobilization of educa ional resouiceS

needed by decision making groups.\-(6) A continuing pr.r:.i!.. of in-service-

..training to develop staff capabilities in delivering CD programs. ,.And,'

(7) an.opera'tional delivery system that maintains contact with, and
,

supplies appropriate educational services to, clientele groups. engiged in

group decision making activities, l
a

Each of these conditions is vital to CD program
,
viability.

i

In total

.
.

they make the minimum feasible set of organizational conditions for the

existence of a community development program. As such, they are compo-
..

nents of its definition.

i
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Summary

NOy Extension workers and administrators hav
40." e faced a continuing,.

predicament as they have sought to make operational an Extension community.

delielopment.program. Their predicament has resulted,from_contiTingin-
. .

ability to understand, conceptualize, and deliver CD programs. Definitions

have been fragmentary, have lacked conceptual rigor, and have been based.

on words with ambiguous or obscure meanings.

The def .niti\dn advanced here .consists of components derived from CD

Clientele characteristics, the types of educational assistance provided to

CD clientele, And the organizational conditions necessary for Extension

CD program feasibility. each component provides a portion of the needed

conceptualization of CD as a program arein Extension. When taken as a

whole, these ideas can reduce the 'clef tional predicament that has plagueld

the community development Extension rogram area and provide' a basis
.

for improved effectiveness of Extension programmingAA decrease in the
. ,

frustrations of Vmension,workers and adminigtrators ahouId be a welcome
.

1.

secondary effedt.
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A CONCEPTION OF EXTENSION PROGRAMMING

**
Edgar J. Boone

RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT V

c

I am delighted to have the opportunity to share- with you my concept

of Extension prbgramming. In my opinion, the process(es) through which we

develop Extension programs is the mo t important-subject that can be ad-
,

dressed in a training conference for community deTelopment personnel:

Adding to the pleasure of being here is the very special feeling I

have for the Midwest--because of my wonderful experiences at, the University

of Wisconsin, both as a student and a s?aff member. Ddring my seven years

at the University of Wisconiin, I had the privilege of getting to know and

work with many Extension staff members from all of the states that comprise

this region.

Your conference leaders could`not have asked-me to speak on a subject

that is dearer to my heartrExpension,programining. I know of, no subject
.

.

that is more interesting and exciting., These,biasecrfeelings are predicted

upon a strong belief and conviction that our very existence as a publicly

supported educational organization depends upon our ability to plan and

implement- -with people--programs that will enable them to cope more, effec-

tively with their "transient and changing environment.," Your and my,soci-

ety--and those who will follow us- -can ill affprd the luxury of providing

financial supportfor.any.obsolete eddcational'agency or institution that

is steeped in tradition and characterized by a "track rAcord" of reacting

to crisis situations, rather, than anticipating and planning viable alt rna- .

less'courses of action to n the shock for those 'who will be engu Y fed

in those crises.

A paper presented at a Short Course for Extension Field Workers,
Rochester, Minnesota, July 1976, anepublished in conference proceedings
(available from Department of Resource Development, Michigan State
UniverSity)...

Assistant Director, North Carolina Agricultural ExtenO.on Service,
Raleigh, North Carolina.
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I recently completed 23 years of service in Extension, and I am proud

to be a part of "an educational system that has so profoandly affected the

lives of millions of-Americans. I submit to you that our long record of

accomplishment in Exterion far surpasses the expectations of our founding,
oe

:fathers and those so eloquently expressed in our enabling legislation.
,f.

Although we may, with feeling and a sense of pride, nostalgically re-

flect upon our glorious past, we dust be at the same time continually at

work confronting and interfacin with reality. We in ExtenSion find our-

selves at a point in time when
t

we must ask ourselves..whether our major

.posture should be reactive or proactive. Intrisspection leads me to the

opinion that we must become more proactive in our behavior--that is, we

must understand, be committed to, and possess the intellectual skills and

self-motivaron needed, to help people plan and determine their own destiny.

-
Ifwe'associat -=ally degree of credibility with Toffler's forecast 'for the

future--and if we believe that people, with some guidance, can plan their

futures--we must drastically alter the current behaviorai-style of our,

organization, as well as our individual behavior patterns, in responding

to the heeds of the-people. That is to say,',Tke cannot be content, just to

help people grapple with problems of an immediate nature. Rather, we must

be concerned yith helping people to forecast the future and plan intelli-

gently Day the.use of available resources in coping with both anticipated

and unanticipated problems.

Extension can and will respond quite positively and effectively to the

pressures that confrorit us'in a highly transient society. To move into a

lead role--amidsts multitude of other publicly'supported educational in

sp.tutions whose missions are similar--Extension must revitalize, reaffirm,

and become committed to long-range pl ning that has as its locus the conL1'

cepts of "expert/layman sharing" in,decigion making and "the maximum util-

ization of factual,, research- based information by both experts and laymen"

as the basis for decisions taken. The/extent to which this renewal of our,

planning efforts is successful `will be contingent upon a number of variables.

In/dealing with the subject, I would like to treat my concept of EX-

/
eension programming in-two parts, namely: (1) an .enumeration.of the phi-

logophy that andergirds and gives meaning to Extension Programming, and

ptocess.(2) a brief overview of the pr



PhilosOphical Tenets of Extension Programming

Several,basic tenetiegive credence to the EXtension programming pro-

Cess. Each will be discussed briefly so,.we may better u derstand the

rationale of the process(es) through which ExtenSion pro rams are developed.

. ly First and foremost, we must acquire and beCome omitted to a
,

unified framework of basic beliefs aboutExten ion'to guide our'

.The foremost job of txtensionwis on. 'Our oncern-jefforts as change agents.

o altYtis
/

or change the behavioth -cestterns of bur clie4tele the extent that they

become increasingly better equipped tocope'With.la to the almost

.daily changes that occur within t4eir environments

`As an educational institution, Extension op

environments

in a planning soci-

ety

4.

%
and has as one of its primary functions the nurturing .of a climate that

,

.

encourages and facilitates cooperative'plannin --by laymen and experts-L-
i.

,

of educational programs designed to meet both th current and the long-range

needs. of people.,

The challenge t oOnd resPOnsibilify of the Extension st4if Ire to have

aVailable at all times adequate, factual information i fordetermining what
o.

,

the current situation is and what it ideally might:b. Only when detisin

makers (experts and laymen): are armed with facts about the current state

of affairs and fOrecasts for the future can informed and wise decisions bp

made. Reasonably accurate assumptions about the future dre preconditions

or understanding thlotentalcondequences of our own actions. Without

Such understanding, the management and or planning of change'is
,11;

People are interested in improving both th it currentqand,f,utlire

situations and, if provided complete, appropriate, factual if tion, an
-V'

and will act rationally'to attain specified goals and:oblecti § .

Lay-leaders and their4oJ,lowers who are involved in making decisiOns
ft

that affect their future welfare will respond more favorably to programs'

.that embody those decisions in which they have pafticipated than when

asked to accept and participate in "expert-designed".programs superimposed

on them by persons external to the local setting.

I 13
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We.must become committed to the idea that "programming:is con-

cerned with making a_start toward conditions which ideally might

be."..

Sinte most (CD.the conditions cited by Toffler are by-products of the
.

triumphs and tragedies 'of modern technology, we might think the corrections

for these conditions wour :Cothe through improved technology. Not entirely

so, says Felix Robh--"tec%oltogy is neither-goOd nor evil. The problem of
__=-

technology is man himself. [And,=,.as educatOrsd we have to believe in the
4

improvability Of human beings to learn and profit from past experience."

The goal Of Extension programming'always has been the nurturingof

conditions which ideally might be brought about through sound education.

Through the years, the focus has been on programming as an administfative

function--democraticA/ly determined and educationally sound, which re-.

sponds to chatiging conditions and provides for decentralized responsibility.

Programminvbegins with a consciousness of the current state- of. af-

fairs of peopl)g, their resources, and how those resources are being used

within a designated social,, political, or geographic context. Froth that

point, prograthming moves on to defining conditions that might bet more

ideal. The definition of the "ideal state" has. its genesis in normative

standards that lave'both a knowledge and a value base. We might look at

a few ekampli-
,f

Consider the problem of accelerated change. In your opiniOn, what

direction should Extension plan to take? Should we go along with encourag-

ing people to make every adaptation to accelerated chah,ge? 'Or,,should we

teach ways to resist the accelerated rate of change? Should we continue

to promote the satisfactions of "lives bast:cc] on ha,iing," as in the past?

Or, considering the current depletion of the world's resources, should'we

devote moreattention to helping people build "lives based on doing or on.

being," Can we, serve both adopters and nonadopters in our communities?

Do we try to reverse the trends,or do we goplong with them?

Consider the problem of land-use planning with'respect to a predomi-.

nately. rural county. Should we in Extension encourage leaders and elected
.

officials to commit time, resources, and money to planning,for the use of

the county's land-knowing full well that the value of such efforts may

notbe realized -for another two or three decades?

1''
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Consider the problem of housing, Should leaders and the people be

proded to become concerned about the future condition of housing in the

community or county where housing. might be quite adequate for the present

time?

Consider the returns being realized by a group of livestock producers

who are "successful" in terms of current standards.' Should these producers

be stimulated to search out and adopt other or additional practices tlIpt

will help them further increase their returns?

Consider the price-cost squeeze being experienced by consumers in
c

both urban and rural areas. ,Should.Extension'mount an educational program

designed to provide consumers with all possible infOimation-about produc-

tion ,'processing, and retail,costs? Further, should Extension mount an

educational/management program that will help consumers obtain as much as

possible from dollars spent?

These few examples suggest that we need to clarify for'ourselvps the

philosophical stance or position that we should keep uppermost in our minds

'as. we cope with various, alternatives in endeavoring to revitalize txten-

sion'A leadership role in a transient society. They further suggest that

. Extension workers must continually work at renewing and replenishing their

information base about societal conditions.

Although it would appear that I have described a 4radoXical situation

for Extension workers, we must nevertheless possess the capacity to respond

to immediate crisis situations. And at the same time, we must think about

and plan for programs whose results will be ofa long-term Or futuristic.

nature:

3) To function effectively as planners and implementors, Extension

workers must regard themdelves as planners and must continually

engage in acquiring and/or expanding their cognitive maps%

This means that Extension warkers--as planners.and implementors--need

the broad picture of the philosophy, the purposes, the concepts, the pro-

cesses, and the techniques Of programming. Moreover, they need a working

understanding of the concepts; theories, and principles found useful in the

behavioral sciences to explainthe situations with which they deal and to

guide their decisions throughout the planning process.' Particularly,



planners need, to. acquire sensitivity and commitment to the changing needs

of the publics to b4 served. Further; they need to know how to map and

delineate their publicsas well as how to delineate and interface with

the leaders of those publics.

4) Planners need to understand the sociocultural context within

which they are endeavoring to plan and implement educational

programs.

Socioculiural context means the ocial-cultural relationship framework

within which Extension functions. As you know, we work in a partially ,

5

ordered society; that is, some events are. causally connected by Extension

--and some are not. The latter are beyond-Our control but. may affect our

results. .We'are engaged in a planning. society, not a completely planned

society. We function ill, this society, not as an independent agency, ',hut

)"Fin elationship with others in the institution, in the community, and\in.

the nation. Leaders can never plan without considering the restA4 soCiety.

So it behooves us to be familiar with the linkages in-the social structure,

and with the reference groups that are important to. the publics we seek\to

serve.

We need'to understand the relationships and communication channels.
r.

. -

that are impOrtantto the "usere'and/or-"publics"..of Extension programs.

We need to know the aims and roles that the "users" expect of the leader-

ship to which they turn for guidance and sanction. We need to consider the,

nature of other institutions that are functioning within the community- -

their roles and structural organization, the policies under which they

function, and the educational offerings they provide.

An understanding of the sociocultural. context and especially tie con-

cept of linkage is most valuable, as the shortene&relationihip span ex-

isting in many of our communities requires us to build leadersh

1

.p bonds..i

both quickly and effectively among strangers and long-time rest ents alike.

A thorough analysis of the sociocultural context and the linkage can be

useful preparation lor mapping publics, for identifying leaders, and for
iv

initiating informal and meaningful dialogue by which to identify the needs

and concerns of target audiences.
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7

5) Planners of Extension programs are greatly in need of under-

standing the concept Of "eicpert/layman sharing" in decision-

making. c---

' .

The concept of expert/laYman sharing ,refers to the joining of the

expert's experience with,the layman's experience when participating in

program planning. Every increase in technical knowledge and mettanical

invention increases our dependence on'the expert. The indispensabilitye

of the expert is accepted; what is needed is a clearer understanding of

his relation to the layman and the part each plays indecision making.

Back in the 1930s, Mary P. Follett called attention to the many
4

difficulties encountered in trying to contect experts' findings with the

will of the people. She o served that, in their presentation of facts,

experts--secure in the belief that they were,"right"--did not hesitate to

stampede the general public into acceptance of their opinions. In justice

,to the experts, she added, the public showedlittle inclination to resist

crowd methods that rushed them into decisions without education on the

matters under consideration.

An understanding of the concept of shared decision making comes when

the lay9tan knows that the expert, is not one who has- access to all the

secrets of the All-Wise. Rather, the expert is one who has a particular

kind of experience that the layman should add to his own kind of experi-

ence--that both have an important part to play. Extensionls,task of

guiding this delicate balance in programming is difficult, but it is es

$ential to sound programs which people will both respond. to andrsupport.

6) Extension personnel must face the major challenge of translating

the needs of target publics into a meaningful program design and

in developing effective strategies for its impleMentation.

Concepts from the fields of economics and -educational psychology
.

art.yaauable tools in accomplishing,these tasks of translation and develop-

ment. First there must be clear,. feasible objectives--understood not only

by Extensioners and leaders, b

4by
"users" as0well. Deciding on these,

objectives is no easy task. Sifice by definition education is character-
,

ized by'a change in human behavior, the objectives must be thought of in

terms of behavioral changes. Only when we are able to describe the kind of

person we seek to produce are we ready to work out a program 'design.

140
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What is feasible to attempt needs to be considered from many angles.

IS the learning possible in the time allowed,'or will mastery require more

time than the program will allow? Is the behavior possible of attainment,

given the age or mental and emgtionaliapabilities of the learners? Will,

the cost fall within the limits of resources? These are some of the con-

siderations revolving around feasibility.

In a complex program, we must identify a whole progression of learning

behaviors that range from simple awareness, through many levels of know-

ledge and skill development, into valuing and commitment. The same pro-

gression of learning behaviors may apply to many content areas, depending

on what our specialists identify as necessary to betterment of the condi-

tions under which people live and work. The notion of a progression of

learning behaviors is based on the educational concept that the complex

forms of learning, such as problem-solving, require mastery of the simpler

forms,,such as ability to discriminate knowledge of principles.

Educational psychology has given us two other important concepts. dhe

is the notion of "teachable moment"; that is the time when people are

reedy to learn. We all have experienced a violation of that notion when we

have tried to promote ideas whose time for success_ had not yet arrived.

The other concept is that of an "opportunity to practice." This 'concept

is tied in with the whole notion of learning experiences. A learning ex-
\

perience is an opportunity for the learner to,practice the desired behav-

ior. In other words, it is not what the "teacher" or leader does, that

constitutes a learning experience--it is what the learner'himself does.

For example, it is not enough for the specialist to demonstrate an eco-

nomic analysis of a farm business, enterprise, or a county social system.

The learner--preferably under observation of a skilled analyst--must also

practice the behavior of analning the farm business ofk-the count social

system, as the case may be.,

In these days of transient interists and concerns; we-must be certain

that the.economist's concept of "demand" is brought into play to determine

priorities. Can Extension serve all needs for all people? Do not out

goals always exceed our means and 'resources? If Extension's fixed amount

of time is to be used where it will generate results, we will have to

1 4 .



consider how strong the demands are and wh e diminishing returns will

likely make our efforts less)than,effective. ,

In the complexity of organizational structures opetating in most of

our communities, we will have to think carefully about still another eco-

nomic principle7-that of comparative advantage. That is,,due to its

unique talents or other resources, where. can Extension make a better con-

tribution than other agencies or educational institutions in achieving .

common goals? This and many other concepts are quite adequately defined

and desdribed within the behavioral science bodies of knowledge- -and many,

of you have become acquainted with them. Planners wishing to professional-

ize their performanCe in prggramming would do well to, explore these sources

for guidance in underS,tanding and applying these concepts.

Suffice it to say, for each objective in the plan, the program design

put forward, r implementation must provide one or more learning.experi-

ences. that are tailored to the situation.

7) 'Planners must determine the impact of the planned program onef-

fecting the desired behavioral changes'.

We hear a great deal these days about the reSponsibilities of ac-

counting far the results we'obtain through ,our programs. We are apt to

hear a great deal more as the, ext critical years unfold!

Programming is not complete until plans have been devised and carried

out to utilize tested and valid methods for Qollecting and anlyzing evi-

dences of behavioral change. There complex the program, the more in-

volved is the accounting. Yet, outputs must be weighted in relation to

inputs and validity and reliability of evidence must be tested if we are

to have the satisfaction of utilizing findings in redirecting the next pro-,

gram efforts. Only then has the full cycle of programming been ,completed.

In summary, the foregoing notions consistitute my philosophy of Ex-

tension programming. From this brief look at it, you must certainly have

concluded that programming s.a complex process. Progress is evolutionary,

unfolding, gradual. Its product is uniquely designed for a given situ -

tion. It'is a judgmental process, based an values held worthwhile by

both planners and users. Hopefully, it is to,all involved an enlightening

and consciousness-enlarging 'experience. 4
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We engage in programming These days with the feeling, as Felix Robb

described it, that "mankind will be buffeted and benefited by new tech-

niques and vectors of social force that will'produce swift changes in

jobs, in life styles, in geollOphic locations, and in human interactions."

Extension Must generate progrAT'ls in concert with its clientele to soften

the buffeting--in some small'or large way7-and to enlarge the benefits to

those we serve.

1

A Conception of the Extension ProgramMing ProCess

The Extension programming process is viewed in many different con -

teds by the 50 state Extension services. Two common threads that seem to

be pervasive in the several conceptions of the process include:

1) A belief that both professionals and flay leaderseed to be in-

volved in making decisions about what, ought to be included in the
,

Extension program, and

2) The data collected and analyzed by professionals and lay leaders

must include both research-based and exPerience-based information.

As I view it, the Extension programming process is a complex and all-
.

pervasive one that is used to eiplain and describe the individual and

collective efforts ,of professional Extension staff members and lay leaders

at the community, county/area, and possibly state levels) in plan-

ning exec ting, and and evaluating educational programs. Put another
j

way, programming'encoMpasSes all of the "planned" and "coordinated" educa-

tional activities of professional Extension staff, members,. lay leaders, and

the actual learners in designing and effecting educational strategies that

should culminate in desirable changes in the patterned be'havior of people

and the alteration of s3istems..

From an operational context, "programming in Extension" includes:

(1) the establishment andmaintenance of a framework for programming;

(2) the organization and deifelopment of an effective and dynamic leadership

system in.each county (or other population or geographic entity designated

as an Exterision program unit) for planning educational programs; (3) the

systematic and planned involvement of this leadership system'in studying ,

4
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and analyzing the economic and social situation in the county and/or area
and in identifying education needs; (4) translation and inetrporation of
these needs, problems, and opportunities into a long-range program or an

educational. blueprint; (5) operationalization add implementation of the
long-range prOgraM; (6) implementation of Annual Plans of Work; and
(7) deteimination of the impact of the planned program in effecting de-

,

9dred behavioral changes in 'those 'publics toward whom the program sis
directed. Each of these seven steps may be described as follows.

1) The establishment and.maintenance of a framework for programming

This framework for programming consists of:

--A philosophy that emphasizes the necessity and importance of in-

volving people within a democratic atmosphere in'program planning.'
This philosophy reflects the firm conviction that people adapt to
change most rapidly in a democratic environment in Which self-ex-

pression, self-direction, and self-improvement are encouraged.

--A-statement of broad, institutional-level, macro objectives toward
which the program efforts of all Extension staff members are di-
rected! These objectives have their origin in the contemporary

needs of Extension's publics (statewide) and they constitute the

framework within which all decisions about the state-level program .

and individual county and/or community programs must be linked. For'

example, the state-level objectives of a state Extension service may
be to:

.,Help people develop' as informed leaders for identifying and solv-
ing problems in a democratic society; ry .

...Help people optimize their development as individpgis and as mem-
. 4bers of, the family and community;

...Help individuals and families improve their level and quality of
living and achieve their goals through wise 'resource management
and at the same time impiOve the quality of their environment;
and

...Help farm operators)fncrease their efficiency in agricultural

production, and help the agricultural industry increase the effec-
tiveness of the marketing-distribution system for agricultural

products.

14,1
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--A structure that is designed to strengthen and facilitate subitah-

tive-programming at the operational. level:, The structure of Exten-,

sion.includes the grouping of staff members, based upon the organ-.

ization's :mission and objectives, into functional aggregates. These

aggregates or job groups generally include:

...Administrative Itaff--director, associate director, assistant di-

rector;

..Middle - management staff;

...State and /or area-level subject- matter specialist staff groups;

...Professional field staff in each of the state's county and/or

area Extension units; and

...Leadership systems comprised of lay leaders 'ineach' of Exten-
,

sion's county and/or area units. (The focal, graup of the North-

Carolina Agricultural Extension Service is the, county Extension

staff, since this is:the level at which programs are developed

and implemented. All other
,

staff groups` exist to support and,

4 '

:strengthen the.work of thedounty tension staff..)

--Amanagement system that places emphasis on the exhibition of dy
1 .-..,

narpic educational and nagerial leadership at'all levels of the7b
organization. The goal f.the leadership is to acOire and maintain

the quality of staff resources needed to achieve the objectives of
4

the,Service. Specific functions of the management system include:

...Procurement and continued development of iuman resources needed

to perform the many evolving roles in the organization;

...Continual definition:and redAinition of roles in tfit organiza-

tion;

...Supervision of personnel in a manner that will yield maximum

results to the publics, the employees, and.the organization;

...Establishment and maintenance of effective two-way channel§ of

communication;
k

an advocate providing opportunities for employees

to acquire and maintain ,strong content base in programming and

technical subject' matter; anti ,

...Establishing and mainta4ping an effective program evaluation ,

system that provides continual feedback for prOgram renral ancL---"
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supplies evidence of accomplishmeits to constitutents,legis-
.

lative groups, and the organization.

The organization and development of an effective leadership syS-
Yv:

tem in each county and/or:other-designated population4geographic

area for planning a substantive and'relevant educational program.

This leadership system includesl

--The organization and maintenance of a dynamicmacro-level Program

Leadership Group at the county and/or area level whoSe membership

is representative,of the many Wablics in' the population/geographic
I'

area served by Extension. (Such leadership groups in North Carolina

-are designated as-County Extension kdvisOry Boards.) The major pur-

pose of the broad-based Program Leadership GrOup is to assist the

county/area Extension staff in effeCting a total-Extension program

for the county and/or area. :Tipe function of the'Program Leadership

Geoulkis to be continually. .engaged

....Studying and analyzing the economi2 and social situation of the

county and/or area'that they represent to identify significanp

facts, changes, and trends;

...Identifying existing and emerging needs, problems, and opportuni-
.

ties o e people;

...Helping Extension/ agents and/or' subject-matter specialists pin-

point and establish areas of program emphasis for w ich specfal-
i

'ized study committees should b) formed to investig te in depth
1

the needs and opportunitiesencompassed within each of these

program areas;

...Helping Extension agents identify and select leaders to serve as
a

membe-rs of-these specialized study committees;

...Dialoguing with the specialized study' committees;

...Receiving and evaluating recommendations of the specialized

study committees;

...Helping Extension agents to analyze, recommendations-of-special-
.

ized study committees and to make decitions about the ordering

of these recommendations with respect to the total program;

...Helping Extension agents to implement the total program;

4
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...Helping Extension agents to publiCize the program; and

...Helping'Extension agentis.to assess the results being attained
. 1

through, the program and to replan as needed.

--The organization and maintenance of specialized'studir committees

that function as a pa5t of the macro-level Program Leadership Group,

and whose specific role'is to concentrate.on a specialized program
4

area in delineating needs and formulating recommendations for

treating those nels. The membership of the specialized study com-,

mittees should be representative of thoge who comprise the specified
..,,

program area. The fun c ons of these specialized study committees

include:

..Studying in depth the economic and sociel situation of their

assigned program area;

...Collectingand,interpreting additional background information as

needed;

...Identifying needs, problems,vand opp6rtunities encompassed within

their specified program area;-

...Developing recommendations for treating those needs, problems,

and opportunities;

...Diiigguing with and reporting recommendations to the, macro-leVel

PrograeLeadership Grodp;

..Helping Extension agents implement programs that are direCted to

their specialized program area;

...Helping Extension agents communicate and publicize programs to

the public that comprises their program area; and

...Helping Extension agents interpret results being attained Within

their program area and in replanning as needed.

\N,3) The systematic involvement of the total leadership system (macro -

levellevel Program Leadership Group and specialized study committees)

in studying and analyzing the social and economic situations of

the county

This is one of

rogramming process.

averal specialized

and/Or area and in identifylng educational needs.

the most essential And important tasks 'in the Extension

Both the macro-level Program Leadership Group and the

study committees should '6e continually engaged in:

47
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- -Collecting information about, the overall social and economic situ-
.

ation, (Program LeUership Group) or specific program content areas

amigned to them (specialized study committees); .

--AnalyZing and interpreting, sitUatidnal information to determine

problems, needs, and opportunities;

- -Considering and making decisions about objectiliesto be pur4ued

with respect to problems, needs,' and oppOrtUnities;

--Considering alte ative methods for achieving objectives;

-- Receiving co tin u- feedbaCk and evaluating progress being attained

in achieving bje iveg; and

--Assisting with replannin--C4 programs; etc. ,

.0..

, This crucial educative dim nsion of the programming process requires

dynamic and prdvocative.leadership.pn the part of the professional county-

and/or area Extension staff. For example, the Extension agents and the

. macro-level PrOgram Leadership Group, should be cont ,,nually engaged in

study and analysis of the county and /or area situation and,in evaluating

recommendations that are forthcoming from the.several specialized study
4

committees. Planned sessions of-th Program Leadership Group should I

held throughout the year.

'Conversely, the' specialized study committees shoUld be continually'

at wdrk studying ,their assigned programereallin order to ferret out needs,

problems, and, opportunities. Further, th hOuld be continually engaged

in packaging and channeling. recommendations to the macro-level Program

Leadership Group and the county/area Extension Staff. ('

Substantive content inputs will'be required of Extensionagents for

the plinningHdeliberationsdf both the macro-level Program Leadership Group
.

cand the specialized. study committees.

4) Translation and incorporation of the needs, problems, and oppor-

40tunities identified by.rthe Program-Leadership Group and the

.specialized study committees into a lOng-rapge program or educa-

tio al93lueprint.

Theyurp s.of a long-range program statement are to outline the

macro education 1 needs that exist within the county/area and to suggest,

plans for attacking those needs. More speciff6a11;7

43
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--The lOng-rarige program is,designed to serve aean educational blue-

print or' for county and/or area Extension agents in developing

the human and material resources within the county/ar4a.

--It incorporates the deCisions'of the.macro-level"Program Leadership

Group and the specialized study committees.

- -The long -range program serves as theonly"valid base from which

developmentakand educational.pians.lcan be formulated and logically

seqUenced to fulfill the needs of the-people and subsequently help

them achieve their objectives.

--The long-range program is a manifestation of forward-looking, long-,

range leadership, and representstheoaIgtoward which the'Extension'

Service will be directing its efforts-'over a long-term period.

This long-rave (illaster) program can provide a blueprint for countY'r

area Extension staff members in purposefully guiding their publics' efforts

toward fulfillment of their major educational needs. It likewise can serve

.as the. Extension agents' curriculum from which annual plans of work and

..shorter-term teaching units are derived.

00erationalization and implementation of-the long-range(Pftgram.

To operationalize and implement the 1ng -range program, county/area
-1 -

Extension agents must analyze the macro needs contained therein, pinpoint
. .

micro needs inferred in each of the macro needs, and develop annual,. ans

of work. An annual plan of work should speak to specific micro needs de-

rived from thmacro needs and contain specific glans for treating in an
.

educational,Co text each micro need. .It is conceivable that five plans

Of work, sequenced over five years, ,would be required to "partially" ful-

---fj..11 a
l

macro need outlined in the long7range program.
1'

The purpose of the annual plan of work is to provide agents and lea.-.
.-7 ..-

ders an orderly and effective educational approach for attacking problems/

needs specified in the long-range

The format for an annual plan of work inclddesf

--Problem are4-7classification of work laithin one: of the five major
v. .

.

s of.progrqm emphasis in the Cooperative Extension; Service.

--Situational statement -- description of cirttffiitances'surrounding to
overall need/problem withpmphasis on factors contributing to that .

)need /problem.

)

4
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--Specific problems -- statement of logically ordered problematic can-
40'

ditions that need to be corrected if a solution to the major problem'

is to be effected.

Teahing objectis(s)--statement of eduCational changes;to be

effected within-the audience to, be riached in relation to the

specific problem/need.

--Audience--identificion.of public(s) to be reached.

-- Learning, experiencesdescription of educationai experiences:to/

provide: the learnera.

- -M cods -- description of methods. to be-used to'provide learning

experiences.

-- Resource personsidentification of persons to assist with teaching.

--Time schedule--identification of approximate program schedule.

--Plans for evaluation -- pinpointing. evidence needed to conclude that

objectives Were'achieved and delineating methods for assembling the
0

evidence.

6) Implementation of the annual plan ofwork

The implementation of the annual.plan of,work by county/area :ExtensiOns

agents requires their-Acontinual attention. Plans of worQ are useless until

they are implemented. 6perationally,':four elemental but important:tsks

must be performed by county/axea,,Extension agents if this Procpssual task
)

is to be fully implemented._=County/area-ExtensiOnagents m git identify, mobilize, develop, and
utilizeoresourCes needed to implement and carry through effectively

on planned learning-experiences. °

-- County /area Extension agents must make provisiOns for the continual

monitoring of planned learning experiences.

-7County/area Extension agents should provide far the continuous

reinforcement of learners.'

--County/aXea Extension agents must maintain a continuous sensitivity

.bp the nZa-a"-fer:rand willingness ,to adapt and/or ,redirect learner

activities (experienCes) as obseXvgtions'and feedback infer the need

-.6x such changes.:

-<

153 6,
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Determining the impact of the planned program in effecting de-
,

sired behavioral changes in the publics toward whom he program
,

is directed.

A Major challenge, confronting the county/area'ExtenSion

of determining the impact of its planned programming efforts

desired behavioral changes in,itS public(s). The Extensiop

be continually, sensitive to and committed to Sbe_Ooncept of accountability.

To achieve this end, it must perfect. and utilize tested and valid methods

unit is that

in effeCting

ServAce must

for pinpointing evidence in elation to the county/area Extension program'

objectives and for collecting such evidence.

The major lesponsibility lei-basic program
o
evaluation rests with the

county/area Extension uni hat is, the results obtained through county/

area-based programs, plans o'0",:). , and teaching plans must be'determined

before judgments can be made. about the effectiveneis of the' serve's

overall program. ,' 8 e ..

, -..
.

Supporting specialized and program subsyStem Extension staffs danand
...

!Should reinforce county/area.Extension staff memberS' program evaluation!'

efforts by helping the0m identify and specify types-of evidence toibe.sought

in their respective, content areas,. Such reinforcement may be needed in

devAloping valid and reliable tools of measurement to -be utilized in 'mild

lectifig and, interpreting evidence in relation to.both teaching- learner

objectives and long-range program objectives.

:Since the major responsibility for Program evaluation rests with the

'county /area Extension agents, they must be. thoroughly equipped with and

askilled in the use of evalutive tools that will facilitL'Ontinuous
,

--evaluation of-program outputs and inputs in relation to teaching - learner

level objectives and to-relate_thOse findings to the macro objectives of
-

their long-range programs.

From an operational context, three major prbcessual tasks are inferred

for Extension agents in prograMevaluation and accountability. These. tasks

are suggestive and are advanced as.a framework for guiding-agents in their

thinking about Extension program evaluation and accountability.

--Agents must specify program outputs,(evidence) in relation to

teaching-learner level objectives.

4
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--Agents must ovot,dy, analyze, and evaluate program inputs at the in-
..

,structional program, decision-making, a d institutional levels in

relation to their appropriateness. and effectiveness in generating

desired program outputs specified in the teachingrlearner level

objectives, the plan of work; and the long- range ,county Extension

4

,

program objectives.

--Agents must exhibit skill in,interpreting results or program outputs

in relation to objectives and inputs, in the actual utilization of

those findings as a basis for modifying and/or redirecting Extension

Program effortS, and in accountirto the publics and funding sources..

Summary

. The Cooperative Extension Service's continued existence as the central

and most'important adult education institution on the American scene, in
4

kOmegopinion, will be contingent upon the stance that it takes with respect

toplanning and implementing educational-programs in collaboration with

the publics that it is privileged to serve. To meet the educational needs .

of today's transient society and tomorrow's post industrial society, as

Well as to maintain its position as the foremost adult ducation agency,

the Extension Service must: *

- -Experience a renewal and re firmation of stable beliefs about the

contextual nature of Extension work; .

--Establish a reasonable and balanced style of leadership as an educe-

tional institution that is both reactive add proactive;

- -Utilize to the maximum expert/laymen sharing in making decisions

abbot programs; i

-- Design and develop'effective strategies and delivery systems for

programs based on the needs of its target publics as defined by

expert/layman decision-makers;

--Establish and maintain program linkages with related .agencie6 and

institutions;

- -Further develop and professionalize its professional staff to

function in visionary and positive leadership roles; and

--Place greater emphasis on program evaluation and accountability.

152
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RESOURCE DOCUMENT
UNIT V

DECIDING HOW TO "FOLLOW -UP" ON AN EXTENSION CD PROJECT *

This guide deals with a number of aspects of follow-up. For the

most part, your responses can be in terms of follow-up practical,

everyday, and relatively informal activity rather than in'terms of
I
follow-up as a formal research activity. In a few cases, answers to

the questions will help you identify the need for a formal research

.follow-up, if an effort of that type is needed. The primary intent

is to help you plan follow-up efforts that you and your clientele can

carry out. Sonlie suggestions or the use of your ansbwerS to these'

questions'are included on the last page.

1. What is the project.you want to examine?

r

Title or other descriptive designation:

.Principal audience:

Other audiences:

Method(s) used:

Starting Date:,

.

Expected Completion:

* Ad,ipted from materials prepared ly Sara . Steele, Professor,
Division of Program and Staff Development, Un ersity of Wisconsin -
Extension.

1 t-
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.

2. What aspects of the project dd you need to follow-up on? (Check all

that apply.)

eed
(1) Ac'duracy of original analysis

(2) Degree qp which project handled need

(b) Sufficiency and-dtcurateness of input

(c) Activities (way project was carried out)

(1) Eflectiveness of specific activities carried out

(2) Adequacy of plan and/or PERT'chart and its use

(3) Skill in identifying and working with power actors

(4) Adequacy of decision-makine(process and results)

(5) Appropriateness of general Strategy used

(6) Effectiveness of inter-group or inter-age y

cooperation
(7) Other (indicrte whdt)

(d) Peo4 ipeinvolvement
(1) Number
(2) Typ.e

(3) Were they the "right" people?

(e) Reactions
(1) To accomplishments
i(2) To the way accomplishments were achieved

(f) KASA results (knowledge, attitude, skill, aspirations)

(g)4Results in terms of practices or other actions,

(h) End results
(i) Value of results in comparison to costg (both actual resource

investment and alternative uses for those resources)

(j) Other (Indicate what)

3. . What is the nature of the results expected'from phe project? (Check all

that apply. Double-check the most important one(s).

(a) Development ofa tangible community resource (i.e., a law,

a building, an industry:an organization or some other resource.

What resource?
(b) Attitude (change) on the part of:

Leaders
Citizens What attitudes?

(c) Improve skills of:
Leaders
.Citizeris What skills?

(d) Improved knowledge on the part of:

Leaders
Citizeps What knowledge?

(e) Improved pr ctices used by:

Leaders
Citizens What practices?

(19 Other , I What?

5
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4. What part of the results need to be followed up onr)

The main result
The intervening
secure in order
Both .
Other (Indicate)

of the project
accomplishments which Extension helped
that the'main result was accomplished.

5. What is the nature of the project?

(a),Primarily EXten ion's project, with others helping to carry
it out

(b) Shared effort between'Extension and someone else (community
/- leader. or community group)
( (c) Someone else's effort, with Extension serving as a resource

6. If the project is someone else's or shared with someone else, what
responsibility (if any) should that "someone else" have for following
up on the project.?

!".7)

(a) None
(b) Provide information, but Extensi'dh-does the folloW-up
(c) Share in part of the planning and doing of the follow-up

(Check all that apply)
Deciding on what information is necessary..
Establishing criteria of "success"
Securing and organizing information
Interpr4ing information and, making judgments or

-.conclusions
Communicating information

-(41) The ts6Meone;etbeshould'do the follow -up, with Extension
. .

serving as advisor on how to do it
(e) The,'someone else' should do all of the'follow-up, providing

1.

7,, If a community group or community leaders need to share in the'following
up on a project, what will their stance probably be?

Extension with a final report.

1
.

-1.. Would feel that follow-up is important, and would share in it
,/ WoUld not be, interested in follow-up

/ Would be interested,2But would not expect to 8e involved in it

../.
,

.
.

--z---
, .

tb: What is Extenson's role(s) in relation to the project? (Check,all that
,

apply):

Providing infOrmatiOn on technical aspects
Providing advice or information on socio-political aspects
Helping leaders or community people develop certain skills
necessary in the project
Providing information which affects understanding and attitudes



Helping leaders develop means by which they interact with lOca1
people in creating underst4nding and influencing attitudes
,Planning the stews that Will be carried out

.

Advising others on how the-prbject might be carried out\ .

Identifying and clarifying issues and/or helping people
I

1c1Srify
and resolve conflicts'
Helping analyze problems and identify altefnatIy_es
Presenting the right solution
Carrying out work involved in olaMpl ting the pioject
GettiAg people together through lling meeting other formal .....--''

or informal codrdinating activit es ,

Other (Indicate)

,NOw go back and double check the most important role(s).

9. Which of the following do you need.to follow up on?

Only the effectiveness of those activities which were Extension's
role (either directly in implementation or behind-the-scenes)
Only the ultimate' product or focus of the project (i.e., if the
project is one which ultimately produces something like a new law
or faoilily)
Both
Other (Indicate what).

10. When do you need information on results?

Continuously throughout the project'in order to monitor and
reinforce or change direction ?'
At certain decision points during the project?
Only after the work of the project is expected to be over"?

11.. How will results informationat the completion of the'project be used?
(Check all that apply. Double-check the most important one:)

To help those directly involved better understand what was,
accomplished, and how it was accomplished?
To help community people not directly involved to see what was
accomplished and /or to affirm the value of _the actions of those
who carried it out?
To share with colleagues in helping to expand the working
knowledge of professionals in how to effectively do dommunity
development work.
To prbvide information to state and federal -level personnel for
budget support or expansion?
To improve.the scientific knowledge base of the discipline or
discipli.nesathich community development drawS on? .

For_Fo you own understanding and satisfaction?
FA support of your position advancement (i.e., ran tenure
promotion, establishing yourself through profes.aion 1 journals, etc.)?



As a basis for deciding whether the project really is completed?
As a basis for decisions about futtherwork in this area,-or with
the people.who were involved in the project?
As a basis for decisions about, similar Projects/which a e being
developed? AIM

I can't think of any important 'use for results informati n.

Other (Indicate)

12. What is the type of information that you need fdr, your lollow-up?

(a)
.5z

Information that you' on hand as a result f your
- A

' observationavhile wiiirking oh the. project .

(b) Information from Systematic -observation and from a few
informahts such as you (or a. good newspaper reporter) would' --/
use in doing an in depth featute,story

47

,(c) Informati gathered through systematic observation and
sstemati data gathering such as, that a researcher might
e as the(baais for an appliedi research t port.

r nformation that is-suitable for statist al analysis such
as might be used in preparing a formal esearch report.
(This implies carefully controlled dat collection using
appropriate experimental design and c trols. Specialists
and administrators are usually, involv d.in the decision to
engage in this form 2f, informat thering) .

(3) Other (Indicate whatY -

13. To the extent that you can do so list the specific'results information
that you need for your project. -

14. Is that information currently

Available in records or other form without having to be secured:
from individuals
Collectable in an unobtrusive 'may as part of.the project itself,.
Available only through a special test, survey or other research

15. What constraints must you'face as you'secure or organize inforMation?'

(a) None s

(b) Constraints in terms of the .effect that asking for 'the in-.
formation may have upon those who will have to. provide it.

(c) Lack of experienCe in :securing and,analyfing information
(d) Lack of tiliae to develop an approach and get and use infOrMation
(e) Lack of computer, clerical, or other assistance
,(f) Lack of interest on your own part
,(g) Other-(Indicate what)
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1A. ;0 the use of the'information.importani enough so that you can

(a) Secure help from experts within Extension (Don't forget
journalists as possible outside experts)..

(b)-Securehelp from local peoplp
(c) Get'someone to conduct a research project
(d) Get extra.money tiOet chore work done (interviewing,

tabulation, etc.)
(e) Don't need any additional resources.

172 Briefly, indicate the major types of information you need. and
indicate th6 source, and method of securing each.

Type of Information. Source & Method of Securing,

a.

101>
18. If evaluation is pait of the follow-up, how will.you establish a basis

for interpreting the data and reaching conclusions?

ThereareFiteria alrady existing for the project as the group
has Clearly:defined what constitutes. success for the project and
what constitues valile of the endeavor,.
We will need td establish the criteria and standards of performance
against whicil we,will interpret these particular data.'
We will use only traditional research standards of performance agains41
which, we will interpret these particular data.
We.will use only traditional research standards like tests of
statistical signficance.

1'5 a



There are' wl-estabished "track records" from previous work
in this particular field, and these will be used as standards
for 'the project.

Other (Indicate what)

19. .In..,your on words describe, briefly the standards (level.of performance)
yo t hold for your project.

,

Whotwill interpret the informatiOn and form the conclusions?

Community. people who were involved.
You
A neutral observer.

21. How will you communicate the resUlts,and/or conclusions or judgements?
(Check all that apply)

No other than those involved need to know, and they will work
thro the data and form the conclusions.
NeWspaper and /or radio features to local people are not closely
'involved.

In a brief report to other professional colleagues and administrators.
As a writ4en report or journal article on file for% those who will be
doing work in, this area in the future.

22. As you use the information about results from this projectf will you
`r

Consider it as an entity complete within itself?
Examine what it has contributed to long-range expectations of
your program and/or mission?
Examine what it has contributed to the overall development of
the'comMunity and/or the individuals involved?

AN. ADDITIONAL NOTE

This series of-questions provides a cheeklist.of issues that should

be decided as you plan your.follow-up efforts. A short Written plan

(an-outline is just as good as a full statement and much easier to write)

will help ensure th t your follow-up is workable and complete.

The questions re interrelated and you'may need-to combine responses'

to two or more questions to idenxify some aspects of your follow -up effort.

For example, questions 2, 3, and 4 help, you identify the focus (or foci)

for your follovi-up effort. Questions 5 through 9 help you identify the

type of educational activity and the ways in which it may, be most feasible

60
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to study it. Other groups of-questions are concerned with the types of

information needed, the sources of that informationand.the ways in

which youwill,draw conclusions based on that,informan.

Overall, the intent is to help Ibu think systematically about

follow-up, and'to help you increase your ability todraW useful con-

clusions about the effectiveness of your efforts as an educator.

Si

(0
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DEVELOPING THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT. PROGRAM

**
Gale L. VandeBe,rg

RESOURCE, PAPER
INIT V

9

You are employed primarily as an educator with education being the art

of bringing about behavioral ch'nge, lea4ing'to some changed situation(s)

in the "community"--the ,commun ty for any given educational (behavioral

change) purpose.
ii

Now that's pretty simple and ILtty direct. To turn it around, you

are employed as a "change agent"--thus, some situations existing at any

given time are assumed to be less than desired by people of a " Mil 1 ity"

and if the situation is to change, certain people need to' function in some

different manner than. heretofore. "Something" needs to be done to cause

the behavioral change needed or to accelerate the behavictal change. That

is an art and you are'the artist! That is teaching and you are hired as

the teacher!

If you are-like thq, you have a tendency to listen to Some speech, or

read one and say "oh--that may be good in theory but, it's not very useful

in solving the prabtical everyday problems." That is really not true!

If it isn't good in Practice, it

andmy task as we read or listen

to'our ParticUlar situation. $0.

isn't good in theory.

to theory, to ad pt it,

I hope you do th t as I

It is your task

operationalize it

speak.

Knowledge may be equated to the power of prediction--it is

to predict the various consequences from alternative courses of

you or a person or group may'chooseCto follow. 'Predictions may

the ability

action that

not be

'A paper presented at a Short Course for Extens.ion Field Workers,
Iochester, Minnesota, July 1976. ,

**
Director and -Assietant'Chancellor, University of Wisconsin-Eaension,

Madison, Wisconsin.



per fect or accurate--that. is, we neV#t,have pe rfect\or c&mplete knowledge.

So we make a judgement to be satisfied with'same degree-of probability of

having the predictions pan out.'

If I drive. 75 miles an hour I will get a ticket. If I am sick, I'll

,r a doctor, predicting he:will. make me well.

system.we'will attract an industry. If we add
t,-

increase our/net sales', etc. Knowledge, then,",

If we extend the sewer (-1

a new store front '-*e will

involves an understanding,

a "knowing," of how things'are related;kof a cause and effect. If we set

up a zoning ordinance then we will control'sewer.eNtensions,

So decision makinalways InvolVes making prediction's (knowledge),
,

and decision making is the central c4re of planning. If we have no alter-
-

.nahves we have no decision to make and thus can make no predictions; the

moment we have alternatives, there is more than one direction in which-we

can proceed and it.becomes necessary to predict the consequences of each

alternative in terms of our purpose. The\whole process of CD has its

0.roots in decision' making.
ti

So let's accept the premise that in, CD there are many alternative

courses of. action from which to- choose, thus; making it necessary to make

Choices. The ability to predict, with reasonable accuracy,I-earlier.
0

knowledge. Holg then .do you and your clientele (studen btain

knowledge?

1) Second hand--That is, we gain through experience of others. We

see and hear or read oether peoples' and communities exper'

ences and thus gain in our ability to predic 4/ We use this meth
.

od a great deal in CD., You are using, it during these two weekd.
)

You must find ways to use it effectively in yojgr work.

First [a.id -- Accidental experiences. Touchin a hot electric wirer
.

g
. .

Or the breaking of

mistaks. Lifting

periences we often

a-dam in a community:. Learning from our own
/ .

improperly and slippir4 a Vertebra! Such ex

calf learning knowledge'the hard way but they

do improve our ability to predict. Watch fof the "accidents" in

your county, area, or state and cawitalize on them--timely!

Experimentation surveys and research--Here we try Strict controls

to isolate certain factors and refine knowledge for making

1



predictions.' This is a deliberate search for knowledge usually
, .

stimulated by someone--maybe yd, maybe some of your constituents,

or by people elsewhere--believing that a problem .exists. PeOple

come to find certain situations or experiences frustratidg or. un-:.

acceptable and would like theoPchangesT, i.e.; Cancer,,. schools,.
J

taxes, land use, juvenile delikquency, housing, traftici; sales,

police protection,.etc: But, first there must be a hunch, an. .

idea of what to search for,' what the cause(s).might be; maybe even-.

° a theory; we set up an hypothesis as to-thepoSsible Solution to

the problem. For example, in cancer the cigarette is'suspect,. or

g is suspect, etc.'So a systematiC design - -a plan - -must be

t up to gain knowledge to better predict as to the suspected:

cause(s). In CD we use this method,a great deal after going 1

through some process with people of:identifying what I call

prqblem situations -- situations people want changed. We may use

researCh or surveys chine elsewhere or decidetO:do it directlyin

the local setting. You will almost invariably have the deed4to
r

gather.data existing elsewhere or riot now existing In relatiOn to

D projects-.

) A fourth way people obtain knowledge' is ,through their own deliber-

'ate planned personal experiences to gain knowledge. They have an

interest in a subject or Thlem. iThey.enr011
4

4P,
iional school;4special classes, workshops, seleCt 'certain maga-.7

zines, etc: Theexperience indreasestheir abilityto.predict

from alternative courses ofaction:.,.. You may.set up.some such ex=

petiences for your clie ele to choose frotr.-or you may.. identify
, ..y

specific experiences already available relative.to some.CD problem:

situation and encourage certain:people to have theM.
'',., .

) Contrived experiences by someone else and pilot experiences.' You .-'0

are taking part in some learning experiences contrived'for yqu

these two weeks. You sec* up or .arrange for certain Selected peo-

ple''t*67through some experience iYthecommunity as similar to

the reel experience or an alternatiVe which might be chosen for a

problem. Thus, they find. qut/some of the consequences before



deciding whether .to.follow that alternative o, invest in that

alternative for'the real
9

problem: The experience in the Contrived

or pilot setting improves, the ability to. predict..

Nileory or principleg_or concepts do not provide us with answers or )2.

solutions to particular problem's we.encounter. TheY areguides to help.us

select procedures to find answers or to help us help peopleillto solve their

problems or change the situations they want changed, or perhaps even to
,

e

help them decide not to proceed with changes because of prediCted conse-
.

quences. Theory and practice.are intimately related.- Without some theo-
.

rizing, we cannot make sound decisions regarding practical situations, and

with t someexperience in practical affairs and problems that people ex-
.

evelop ound theories:.

car won't start. What do.you,do? -Cuss! But thaewon't

peri ce'we cannot

Let-=-87say you

help!-

taine

start theorizing based on what knowledge you have alreadyob-

erha 'it's .out of gas. You 1pok at the gause and it's half full.

You disproved,a hunch. You check the plugs.and distributor. 'Those are

disproved. -You check the gas line, find it plugged, unplug it and start

your car and go. You didn't choose to check the bumper, the lock.on the

dcior.or the tires! 'Rather you started with what you knew. If the car had

not Started, using the knowledge you,had, you would have called for the

help of someone more specialized in the kind of knowledge needed or with

resources to help solve the problem.

So good decision making is based on selection and analysis of facts.
. .

Otherwise people are Making ddcisions.by default- -flip a coin to see which

direction to.go. Thus; in relation to any, problem situation which might

be identified, there' must be involved the selection and,analysis of facts

with predictions as to successful solutions. - icy

You are constantly going to be .faced,with problem situations in CD,

assuming you are getting people to respond about their co

es.

unity. Prob-

lemslems whose successful solution depends upon the gathering nd interpret

tion of facts relevant to the problemkaD*. And there is simply no questio
';,-y

over using theory or not usingtheory. .Thequestion is "how adequate', s

the theory you use?"(
1

/-

1)



You can apply this all to the programming,-process you use with your

people as well as to the problem situations .they identify. So 'your

standing of the concepts and theories set forth by Ed Boone bome

tant to the way in which you proceed.
S

The theory of invkvement of people in CD programming is n t in ques-

tion; but. it is how and When and to what degree do you involve hem in the

process. People will becom involved in meaningful.'experiences.

There is not a question as to whether data or facts oeop'inioRsrare

lathered and analyzed but how, what'data, and/how they are -interpreted

that matters. \

There i.not a question of whether goals 4nd priorities in reaching

goals...are t but how clearly, how soundly, in,*hdt,manner, and by whom
c -it

tdy are set, that matters.

There is -not a question of Wh her long-range and short-range program

thrustsorre,Fource uses are deterdined but how clearly or precisely that

ki'' dOrie, how soundly in terms Of data available andbTwhoe
.

t40w,"of collse, you are not going Out in your communities' and talking

to people about them learning principles and theories and setting forth
,....--,.

K' ,

hypotheses and doing research., Rather, that is'a part of your own equip-
,,,

meet which you use in the methods and conte9t you select With people, in
/*

CD programming. You will find. ways to applYTthe principles' and:-i6Ories

In your own selection and timing-omeihosis and tea4hing.techniques.'.

Relative to methods and techniques and regarding principles7-I'll.
k..

conclude by ing you will constantly be searching',for'a greater degree7 , . . .
.

of security end certainty in this insecure and uncertain setting; but
, .

onlyreasonable security can come only from relatively accurate prediction;
.

and accuracy of prediction hinges on the knowledge you gain and.the sound-
,

ness or adequacy of your th ries. That'S why theNC dIretors approved

this and the previbus two- eek,intensive training sessions.

N .

'the. Team

CD programming is riotaf done-an job any more than CD is. The posi-'
f

tions of a 'county CD agent', area CD.agent, st to CD specialist .haven't

been around for a long, long'. time. So .why were you added'as a public
4

1f)
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. 1.9service investment in a world or in communities where CD has been taking

:place and would4continue to take place if you left? I'll suggest three

reasons.

I think, gen6ally speaking, it was because as our total society

became more industrialized, more urbanized, more, interdependent, more mo-

bile and more complex that:

`l) Increasing inequities were occurring among communities of higher

and lower populationdensity in their accessjo increasing' state

and federal programs and aids to CD and their access to informa-

tion relating to public issues and community!affairs.'

2) County, decision makers and organizations.irifluencing state and

federal funding agencies h4came convinced that some more organized

professional leadership was essential to more equitable treatment

of communities relative to public resources.

3Y County and other municipal decision makers experimented with some

L

matching grant programs inwh;ech rofessional engineers or con-
,

sulting firms from outside the f hric of the Communities come into

the community, do their planning for,the communiey, submit their

report, collect their check, and leave! The resulting CD action

was generally disappointing. You'were employed-4*s communieies

and counties turned to education, to Extenli4V; to sea if the'idea,

the theory behind an agricultural Extension agent could-supply th

answer to an on-going effective CD program of positive continuing

action.

The 'principles,' then -Fare no different4n,CD programming tha in agri-

t culture. However, their application may be more complex a many cases for

several-,

.reasons, four of which I will cite:

1) There are many othei.agencies, local, state, and federal, with
, .

resources essential to CD and thus requiring much collaboration

and. cooperation for the best of CD. The degree to ..rich ou pro-

vide
It

the leadership to..bring that about is critical to su cess

in most areas.

i) There is much less ready-made at on-going research in CD than.in

agriculture. Thus, you must rely more on surveys, judgments from
e'

6 7
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-

experience of experienced people:, transfer of knowledge froue

sources, awl immediate or short-term feasibilityAudies.'

You do not have a large cadre of Extension specialists'supporting

with data, aids, and available for assistance. Thus, you must

seek out more help from other tources, 4.

4)', CD is a recent terminology and group phenomenon, less familiar to

your people than agriculture. Thus, you have a constant task of

helping reinforce in their minds what it is'that you are employed

for and what to look to you for.

All that simply challenges your competence and should inspire you to

carry on with the most professional techniques possible -- again - -what you

are here for. It is an exciting and challenging and rewarding, -and gro

professional field and you are writing its early history.

Effective CD, like'effective education, is the result of design, not4
drift or trial and error. Any effective design ought to be set forth on

paper--it needs to be.stated. long-rhnge plan and the immediate narrow

action plans for pieces of the CD program need to be set forth in writing.

The immediate product of planning is a plan! Something as a guide to

actions, something to be chgnged as needed, but it must be there in black

and white, clearly and concisely identifying the goals(s) or target in-

cluding "tbe bull's eye"--it must identify how you plan to get there or

how the people plan to get there, as the arise may be.

Writing it'gives you, and others involved, a specific commitment or

set of commitments, and it gives you some tangible criteria to measure
a

against from time to time as well as the base for final evaluation'of a

CD project or a long - range, plan.

Effective CD gets the people to do the proposed actions,. rather than

the agelit. Tcat may take some grooming or traininvor hand holding at

times, but it is essential that the CD 'professional not become4the service-
.

man, the technician, or the Chatber of Commerce.

Effective CD brings other state, county, and federal agency personnel

into just as large and prominent a role as their resources and talents

permit relative to the given CD uoblem situation.
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Effective CD is based on fatts, present or to ,_be gathered, soundly

interpreted and with predictions as to Piptiable consequences,, good and bad.

And; very fundamentally, effective CD must-come,from the people of

the community! Neither you nor I are going to do CD per se! Community in-
,

dividuals and groups, and private enterprise are the developers, the

changers--with your assistance and that from other institutions and agcn-

\cies, but it is a community program--the community's program! It generally

requires group sanction and group action at one or more levels.

Education--extension educators--you--are the architect, the motivator,

the catalyst; t-he energizer, and you can provide or locate essential re-

source assistance, but CD must be the community's responsibility. It is

how well you can conceive and deliver these functions that will determine

the quality of local people's attitudes and decisions to the changes they

come to desire and to make.

As an administrator, I might also say that the future tupport and

expansion ofCD within the Cooperative Extension Service is also dependent

on your ability to conceive and deliver those functions.

So when you finish these two weeks together in what should be a very

meaningful learning experience for you, go back to your job and try to

clarify just exactly what it, is that you are all about,just where you

are going, get priorities tested and set, and lay out a'plan to gets there.

The old seaman's adage is appropriate:

"To him who knows not to which port he is bound,
1-

, ,--

No wind can be favorable"!

p.

16'



RESOURCE PAPER
UNIT V .

FOLLOWING UP. ON A CD'PROJECT

*
Sara M. Steele

Whatdo_you do after a CD project is completed? Forget it and plunge,

into sometioing else? Or, do you take time to evaluate the project's
40

impact?

By impact, we mean the force of the project and the dent made by it.

Impact includes such things as: How many people were, affected by it?

What resulted? What was the value of the results?

Follow-up is important because it helps those involved and those who

support the project to understand .the value of the effort. It helps

xtension personnel and leaders to improve future efforts and key influ-

entials to decide whether to invest in such efforts.

Follow-up includes a cluster of activities: :2- )

1) Determining the amount of impact of the .effoKt_

2) Analyzing and evaluating the sufficiwy of the impact and effort

3) Communicating information about impact

4) Using information about the impact in building and improving

programs

We are not talking just about doing a results study. Under certain

conditions such a study may be one part of follow-up, but it should be

only an input and not the main activity. The main activity should be of

information on impact.

Deciding the Kind of Follow-up Needed

r.

There is no one easy way to examine impact automatically and instant-

ly. Certain important decisions have to be made each time. Here are four

of them:

*
Professor, Division of Program and Staff Development; University of

Wisconsin Madison..)
4

.1 ,



1) What is the primary purpoSe of the follow-up?

2) What type of ..follow -up will you do?

3)What.role will community leaders play?

4) What kind of informatiOn do you neea?

,

.

What's the Primary Purpose of the'Follow-uP2

,-1
)

7
Why doyou want to rx' ine the impact of the project?' It's point-

less to invest in follow-u just because someone says you should. You .-.,

". 1

need a clear purpose in mind for Your effort. Let's remiew some-of the'
. .,

ii;

.

.

reasons: . .

.

t
.

.

1). To learn more about doingCq. How 'do you know hether certain tech-
.

niques; strategies, and approaches are effective unless you areable

to assess their impact? Following up helps you see what happens so

that you can adjust your methods accordingly. A main purpose is to

learn tore, and through learning; to improve CD programming.

2) To help leaders achieve satisfaction. Often CD,projects are the

wor.of local leader4 or are shared with local 1 aders. Fallow -

up is as important to. their growth and- morale as els to yfirs.

5elping leadFrs examine the impact of their efforts can be an

i

important CD activity.-
.

a

To help'Ektension earn its budget and leaders to continue to get

special funds.` You can't seen' money unlesi you earn it. Extension

budgets )nd support from special outside fundors is earned by show-

t f
ing that you can achieve impact: .

.

How would you rank these three purposes? Most aidienCes-that have ha

a chance to respond to that question have'radked. them in'thesame order as
. .

;,

r:

they are listed above. This is not surprising becau.S we generally, are

=1'

pretty self-centered and feel our own vorale%an4 lel ing-are most impor-

tart. In faCt, we get tired of being nagged by administration for results
8

data and tend to-downgrade the importance: of purposes two and three% ,Biat,

if we want our jobs to continue, we have to 'think beyond ourselves and

consider the importance of follow-up to leaders and toExtension. SO,
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all three are important reasons for follow-up regardless of the'order in

which they are ranked.

Your purpose will make a good deal of difference in how you go about

the follow-up. Theie will be a difference in:

_1) The nature of what is examined. If the focus is on program
.

improvement, you probably-will look at detail. If the focus is

on supporting budgets, you will want to concentrate on overall

value and big accomplishments and minimize detail. .1

2) Degree of interaCeivendbs. If you are the only one involved, all

decisions and all interpretation can be done in your head. But,

if you are helping leaders follow-up on impact, then there must

be a good deal more discussion and group decision making as you

identify conclusions arid implications.

3) Extensiveness of communication. If your only user is .you you'

,1 will probably need to put vets little in Iwrting-- t notes

enough in thecfile to refresh yrr m mory. If the riary purpose

is to help secure budgets,,,however, then your main f will be

aspn written and/or oral communication. The more remote from the 1

actual operations that administratbrs and fundors are, the more

yOu will need to put on paper. Howev even when you are follow-

ing up for yodr own use, you will want to share 'a page or two

summary with your colleagues. Ie doe not have to be elaborate:,

Before you start follow-up, have a clear picture of the intended !

use and user. Be sure that you are doi g something that y or someone

else really will user, If your,main purpose is to provide Extension with

information for budge support, don't conduct an elaborate study unless'

you have checked y9 plans with your administrator and know that he will

pse.wh t4you get.;

e
pct, .

),

What Role(Wwill Comhumikty Lea P ay?
0 '

:,C1)- is unique among the program areas in itsc-rAationship toRclientele.
k

Often it i's.the cothmunityleader who is carrying out the pv5gram and the

Extension agene.wht is a, resource perSon. We need to account for twat,

P
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relationship as we work with leaders irVfollow-up. Ordinary,, pproaches

to follow-up treat the leader as a source of information--a.group to be
[1 4

-'surveyed. : !°-

4 ,

The range bf 'possiblerolesx4 leaders-in follow-up incicde:

.. 0
Data.provider

.

.
.

\,,,

Interactor in interpreting data and coming to conclusions and

implications..

3) Initiatond conductor of the follow-up

4) Communicator to other,influentials

The third of these roles was mentioned in the previous section.

LeaderZ' can initiate the:follow-up, identify what they want to consider,

and turn the tasks of assembling and organizing informatiOn-over to an

agent or agency person as a regional group did recently in Wisconsin.

Or,' the leaders can be actively Nvolved in securing and organizing the/

information.
1.

In either case, the agent or CD,specialist's main role is', ,

-
Asking questions, to help leaders clarify what they want to examine and

'why they want to examine it.

Regardless of the purpose of the folloW-up--whether it is for You,-
'.1.

for leaders6 or for Extension--it can be useful,for you to involve leaders
4

iniilteviewing and discussing the 'information that is drawn'together,as a
. . (-

part of follow-up, 4The saple°Mi.prmation care mean different things.to the
,

professional and to the
?c

lay person. . Having the lay'person's insights ,,,,

can it.very useful in fully understanding-impact and factors reeat eciLto

it. Its a good idea t -.bring a planning group back togetherto examine

the, results of what as planned and implemented.. .If You. don't there-is .

7 ;
..

the feeling of-reading the first chapter, but never knowing how the story

ended. And, your community'leaderS also s 1-;id'he ab eeffectively'

communicate Extension's value to taxpayers apd other influentials.

.

What You'Do?
Ak

C 7
'Do you need a.,description of impact, an evaluation of impact, or Y

Cioo 7 "Descriptions tell clear]....uf 4ncisely who and how many were

,/ :

..1 Se .
..e David Logsdon articlerticle in Vol. 13., Journal of Extension. M4rch-

,tApril,' 1975.
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affected, what was accomplished, and the amount of'value seen ''from those

accomplishments. Evaluation makes judgments about the sufficiency of the

impact by comparingvhat was attained with what should have been attained

and determining whether the accrual attai nt met, exceeded, or fell

short.' \,
.-

Descriptions are useful increasing general understanding, but.

evaluation has to occur before one knows whether or not to stay the same,

.chang , or discard the project:or methods used. The information about

impact at is used either in description or evaluation can, -come fro

of several sources: causal or systematic observation, causal or sys at

discussion and.interview,or a scientific study.

The' amount of effort spent in getying info ation on im ac

be consistent with the value of that nformat on. It is pointl

spena days in a scientific study of something that will-never be done

again and is relativel9 insignificant. 'On the other!and, it may be

(important to secure scientifically sound information'on projects of

major consequence, dr those where there,is considerable controversy,

or those Where others will be deciding,whether it is worth developing

and expanding thig type of project': Most individual'activities-,-however,

usually. merit less than,a full-blown study. (Eample, rather than a

survey of all 100 leaders that were involved, talk with 10 chosen at:

should

ss .to

random.)

Too of think of.a full-fledged research study as the

A study is worthwhile in 5 or l/ ...i,

the'tfme'something much less ela ratip

to check your own situation and follow-
a

.. .

me following Lip'cin a projtect.

ercept of.the cases. The rest of

will usually be adequate. You need
9

up appropriately.

Extension would be' in a tremendous position in turas of accountability

and improved programming if you were to do the following:

On everything -- Submit the'activity 'arid. its impact to a severe

meneaf examination using the most accurate information at
)

-9

hand from observation and discussion with representative'

people.

1.
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On all major activities -- Hold a one or twO hour review session

with the planning group or other keyparticipants. As a gfoup

'identify impact, evalUate its sufficiency, and identify impli-
. .

-cations for the future. Such a session gets information from...

those involved and moves to instant interpretation.

On half of your major activities -- Get your.local newspapet reporter

Ito do a feature on the project, and be sure that Extension gets
A

mentioned. , (

On one major activity or your total program every 3-5 years -- Do a

research-type s)camination, either a s rvey or a controlled experi-

-dent.

Skillf and extensive use of:the first three approaches t9follow7up

will give yo lot more for your effort than counting on a research
,

apptoach. 'Let lookat each approach in more detail.

Mental follow -up

0,

Applying'scientific_Prinoiples can help you quality of.,

4
ydur mental follow-up. Be objectAveland challenge What you.thinkjou are

and hearing.',Dp'some casual questioning at ,random or v it1 a sthall,.

balanced, represengative saMq.e (3-10 people). Cross-check-by se)uring.

/information in two or three ways. This does ndt-need...to involve, ea lot

of time or any'fdrmalresearch instrument. It is Just making better use

of contact time with)eaders, and developing'your ability:to see and\hear\\

accurately.;

Review sessions

,

. rost mortem," "debriefing." Call these sessions what ydu will.- By

qt.

'

.whatevernaille,.A discussion where key people.-attemptto describe

impact; "assess the value, and evaluate, the sufficiency of a ptoject can

very useful and will take,only a couple of hours of time. In some

instances,. all of the informati6 neededwill:Joe witAin, the group. In

other'instances, you will need tO ptc7ide sdthef.summary:information,, ar

the group will need to do some information seeking (Or guided'Obslei;ing)
_

beforethey come to the session. Key.local'influentials uually are very.

/
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involved in this kind of discussion. If not: other local people are

usually in a good position to give the complete picture. Sometimes

legislators or legislative aides can be involved. For a permanent record,

the group dam be asked to put a summary on paper. It can serve fairly

effettively to document program impact.

Media featUres

Another way of securing impact understanding and documentation of

-,-impact is through media4tories. Such stories can be useful to you in

'carrying out accountabilityPie*onsibilities in that.:

1% Credittiiit4 isL-enhanced when someone else is doing the report.

2. News features are usually concise and interesting and haVe

more impact than agency reports:"-

3 More local and state-level people are, reached by them (or

through, clippings)., than can be reached through your own reports?

4. You don't have to do the writing. However, you must *vest

some time guiding the reporter into getting the kind of story,

that.you,know Is thergl. Sometimes you have to come up with
- .

'a .new angleto make "'a continuing effort "newsy, Regardless
yy

of how you,doit, newspapers are interested, in'news,. and, of ail
,

extension program areas, yoursshould-bedirectly in the- newsc.,

.;:.1f7.37,ou.ate-really-WOrkirig on thingl important to°the community.

, z

Researdh eftdrt A -,---
. ,.- off . ,

..

.., ., ,, \

tMake your
A
z'dSearch efforts in relattOn to 'program impatt pay off,

\.
-Rather than extensively researching,projectimpact,.you may want to

, 4,:.
perialically research program efforts. 'You may

i

want to `one survey

and split the schedule so thatjou are asking different respondents .,1

,..
about,differept greas,of: emphasis. 'For example, you might divide the

.' '.- '.:* l',, V4?"'i: .

'inter-View schddtithat one-third of the leaders intervieWed react
,. - ,

to each of three kojects. This approach gives, you maximum ,information

with' minimum effort and minimum bother to leaders.
2
,Local people and

leaders are usually glad to ,cooperate, butving to

different questionnaires overt short period of time

and should be avoided. .

2
i

Tr

-,.
This- split schedule procedute,waS

Impact. of Extension in Shawano County
<.....;

'Snele, Laverne 43.'Forest, and Mary A.

Exensio9, 1477. I :,--:

1,. ,:)-1

complete many

can be anndying,.

:used in Wisconsin's Shawaild study:

II,.;Methodology,by'S'ara M:2

Marshall. University' Of, WisconSj.n7



If you do. get

GetiesOurces from

a state specialist

into a research effort, don'.t try to go it-alone.

your administratof-for tabulation and team up with

or ExtensiOn studies person... If possible, hook .up

with a couple of colleagues so that four.or fivcounties
.

similar informationon;the'same efforts at.about the same

will help the whole CD accountability efforCand give you

are getting

time. This

a wider base

for interpreting information on your own efforts: For examples Suppose

five, counties are following up on a particular ptactice. The percentage.
.

in/yOr county is 50 percent, while the percentages in the other ,counties
4i

1

are 45 percent, 48 percent, 50 percent,-and 60 percent. If you,just

had. your own data, 50 percent might look low. ..But,when..yau compare the

percentage in your county with,theother four, it is` clear that'50 percent,
is pretty typical.

e

L Trs recap what We've said so far. You'are not expected to do a
.

study every project or activity. Studies should be used sparingly,
-11?

aFdAif done, shoUld be dOne'in such a W.:1,y that all CD people get benefit

froM them. Media featureS, group review sessions

all very important means of follow -up on progra.

group review can serve as effe4ive documentat on

for accountability purposes:

and mental review are

Media features.and
-

of program efforts-

°

What 'Kind of Infongation Do 4u Need?

Regardless of.thelapproAh you take, yo; have to sort

the kinds of information that You will use

out and-decide,

CiaudeoBennett of the Federaltensiotftervicei USDA,'fiaS7lelped m.

F

tremendously by identifying various kindS_of'thingsoften examined by

projects and-putt;nrthem into.anorderly relatiodship. He identifies

inputg, activities, people ,i0plveteTnt,

owIedge, atiitUde, skills, and.asPit4tions.e..

results....Each can be qaMinecl'aS the :Sole

,p on Or.combihationcan be-exatined.and related

seven categories of informa

7 reactions, KASA change (k

prdoCtice change,: and en
,

thing to be'follo
dt

to each other.
.

You can make instantaneous judgments on hese seveethingsdas part

D-.of your mental review. ( id I put enough time, n preparation? .(Inpnt),

\\-3§ee Benn6tt's article entitled "up t'' Hierachy' in Journal of
Extension, Vof.13, 1975 Match'44pril. '.1 Y:.

°^I

ry
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.

. Wash this the time No use that'. particular speaker? (Activity) Werejthe
.

right people inVoTkred?sWere enough people involved?' Oeople Contatt

Did they feel-it was wOthilOhile? Reactions).. How Much did they1,11parn?
,

(--""". ,,,

.

.(KASA) What will they, dO? (Pract4e0 What will the value of their
. - . 7 ':.-

use
' Z :(

action b. (End results) Or you can !these se'''en categories (to
; , .

guide a -group reViewfi d reporter, or a study. 'The last five. 'of these

categories are

C

parts of impact:

Nature of results
ThP

It wouid%eem that there are-at least three types'of.program situ-
,

a ions for Extension CD personnel. A
114tL. .

1. Achieving.something tangible-through Your direct efforts (e:
! d

involvement in writing an,OEDP; ,a propOfunds,for fund or
,

designing a wayside park). 4

.Achieving something tangible by providing technical informetion)

'and stimulationkto leaders or lay/people Who pre involved in
.r

coiusiunfty activities ,(e.g., p egaring. zoning laws, Improving:
.. .. , 'i,olid/aaste). f. -

,

:

..--.
.

,..\...

3. ,Educatipg people for something with several possible,reults\

.but no one immediate goal (e.g., le0ership cour'sv,.current'
. .'

,,,/;x: affairS, futuristic planning, etc.).

4You need-a cleat feel or the kinSkof results hat ere inherenr in..
. .

. . .

. .
.

tom. expe d 4.mpact, of the,project. In outside accountability,- we , need'

to*telate-the.leaining-changeS we-.'bring' to the ultimat,e tangible
, i . .

4rodUctor'Practice-tHat affects communities. Internally, we-may.ireed.,
) .

to give c1OSe attentiOn to-the'degree to -ich'we reAllyare,:taCilitating,-
. ..

21'. certain changes,'in,knoWledge, skills, and ttitudes.
4 t .

:Translating thdse two senteUces.into action yot;r.mo.in purpOse

is acdountabilitY; you probably nekl lot lesSjnfarmation from fewer
-

.

people. As to value and tsterall AcComplishment,' tour data would. come.
-

.

from aJewkercommunity peopleOho are seen as authentid sourcesof.::

such information:.'CkeyOrs,'/County board chairmenotherelected officialS;

)editors,-and other similar persons are those key individUals. If'you

needspecifi'd informatiVn on what people learned,, you willReed-to secure
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information from a sample of all those whom you were attempting to H:

teA4h: r

We have already mentioned three main ways of getting information

from other people: interviewing them, posing qqestione 'in group dis-

cuSsiq00, and surveying them using some form cif instrument (check'sheet

to be done rapidly in a group setting, questionnaire or:formal interview.

schedUle). Written instruments are often Ibetteefor documenting learn-

ing changes and oral approaches-are often better for documenting value.
4 .

and end results becaUselou can get op -lended responses and good,qUOtes

through the intervieWe:or group discussion.

If most of your, learners are later assembled in some group, admin-
s

.istering.a questionnaireor ntesr-in a, group setting. may insure'better

return than attempting to mail a questionnaire. Mail questionnaires may
, k;

A(I* be, the leash acjvisable means, of getting information-, although at. irst

/- they may appear to be the easiest.- Although they may be easiest'for'

'you, they :`are not necessarily the easiest for your respondents. And, . .

. ,

the rateof-return on queetiOnnaires is usudlly not high enough for one

3

.to feel donfid0-f. thatthe responses repesents all learners.
Regardless of whethef.yoUareusing veryeasy .approach of inter -,"

Viewlng fiVe or sixA'people-in an apparently casual fashion .or whether
yo

,
u are6doinr:. research-type survey, remember:

1. Think the qUeethons through very carefully.,

f. Use. the smallest number of questions.pOssible
.

3. Consider them/from the respondent's standpoint, and ask only

questions'he/she.can easily. cical with
.

4. Pretest your questions to ensure they are easily understood.

5. Be sure that you are getting the information:you really need, ,

6. Be'sure that,yotlare handling things in,anobjeetiVe manner.

Your thallenge.in setiingup any kind of information ,gather

to Make it ,as simple and accurate as possible. And, remember tha you
.

have to live.and work with .,those who are providineyour,information.
-

-/1:)oni4t. try-to imp ess them by copying,,the-full,-blown_elaborate'schedulee

of campus researchel'e. AUniversity'reeearcherFan come in,and put,

Ahemthroughall. sorte oCquesttio,ft Sul Out,$gain.: But, you Will:

8,



be .working with them again.. So y:data gathering as easy and un-

obtrusive as possible, while being cer alp that you accurately secure

and interpret your information;

Conclusion

I. We've covered at of'territory in looking at what's involved in

these four questions:--

,folloW-up? Your lear,iing? Leaders1) What's the.purpose o

satisfaction? Budget. support?
..46,atie

2) What role will.community.leaders,pey? Initiate?, Help, plan?
. ,
Provide data? Formsonclusions?-

3) What type of follow -up will you do?

Media feaete? A study?

4. Wriat kinqf inforMatido you need?.., Input?

Mental review? Group review?

Activity? People

igvolved? Reactions? KASA? Practice? End result? Valle?

In°` ctx al practice, pin or you and a group of leaders can make the

decisions in:a matter of minutes.. But by taking time to think them

through to get. a

more in-terwof

Following up- on

ar fix on what-you need, you'll accomplish much'

Asfac;ion, program growth, and accountability.

impact:doesn't have to be a.burden.You have to fit

it to, your own-needs nd resources- But some degree of follow-upat

mantal--on,all major efforts isailOperative.

Malc, your efforts pay off. 'Be sure to get something on paper and

share it 11'134131e who want t know about the projectleaders, key
\ ,

people on,,{'z county governing body or advisory:council,'your felfum

ExtenSion agents, Extension'administrgiors..° Remember, we said at' the

beginning t) hat the job isAlot one of getting impact information but

it' is one 6f evaluating, ,commnnicating,.,amPusing what you find out as

you fdllow-up on' the impact of Extension:gpmMunity development effOrtS:.

leant

o.

A


